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In inflationary cosmological models driven by an inflaton field the origin of the primordial inhomo-
geneities which are responsible for large-scale structure formation are the quantum fluctuations of the
inflaton field. These are usually calculated using the standard theory of cosmological perturbations, where
both the gravitational and the inflaton fields are linearly perturbed and quantized. The correlation
functions for the primordial metric fluctuations and their power spectrum are then computed. Here we
introduce an alternative procedure for calculating the metric correlations based on the Einstein-Langevin
equation which emerges in the framework of stochastic semiclassical gravity. We show that the correlation
functions for the metric perturbations that follow from the Einstein-Langevin formalism coincide with
those obtained with the usual quantization procedures when the scalar field perturbations are linearized.
This method is explicitly applied to a simple model of chaotic inflation consisting of a Robertson-Walker
background, which undergoes a quasi-de Sitter expansion, minimally coupled to a free massive quantum
scalar field. The technique based on the Einstein-Langevin equation can, however, deal naturally with the
perturbations of the scalar field even beyond the linear approximation, as is actually required in
inflationary models which are not driven by an inflaton field, such as Starobinsky’s trace-anomaly driven
inflation or when calculating corrections due to nonlinear quantum effects in the usual inflaton driven
models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation has become the paradigm for our understanding
of the origin of the primordial inhomogeneities which are
responsible for large-scale cosmic structure. The typical
inflationary scenario assumes a period of accelerated ex-
pansion in the early Universe, usually driven by a scalar
inflaton field, which provides a natural explanation for the
homogeneity, isotropy, and flatness problems of the stan-
dard big-bang cosmology [1–6]. The generation of struc-
ture is explained by the back-reaction effect of the quantum
fluctuations of the inflaton field on the gravitational field
which translate, after quantization, into nontrivial two-
point correlation functions of the primordial gravitational
fluctuations. These correlations give an approximate
Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum for large scales [7–12]. The
remarkable success of this scenario to explain the observed
anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background [13–16]
is today the most compelling reason which supports the
inflationary paradigm [17,18], in spite of some interpreta-
tional problems such as the transition from quantum to
classical fluctuations [19–26].
Semiclassical gravity is a mean field approximation that
describes the interaction of quantum matter fields with the
gravitational field, which is treated as a classical geometry,
and provides a suitable framework for the study of macro-
scopic black holes as well as scenarios in the early
Universe after the Planck time. In particular it accommo-
dates the different inflationary models. The key equation in
semiclassical gravity is the semiclassical Einstein equation
where the expectation value of the stress tensor operator of
the quantum matter fields is the source of the spacetime
metric. In cosmology this is usually assumed to be a
spatially homogeneous and isotropic Robertson-Walker
spacetime. However, since this theory relies only on the
expectation value, it completely misses the fluctuations of
the stress tensor operator. Thus, when the back reaction of
the inhomogeneous fluctuations of the inflaton field around
the homogeneous background are relevant, as in the gen-
eration of primordial inhomogeneities, the semiclassical
equation is insufficient.
In recent years a stochastic semiclassical gravity (or
stochastic gravity) approach has emerged as an extension
of semiclassical gravity which accounts for the quantum
fluctuations of the stress tensor [27,28]. These fluctuations
are characterized by the noise kernel, which is defined as
the symmetrized two-point quantum correlation function
of the stress tensor operator. The extension is based on the
so-called Einstein-Langevin equation, which is a stochastic
equation for the linearized gravitational perturbations
around a semiclassical background. A Gaussian stochastic
source with a correlation function determined by the noise
kernel is the key ingredient of this equation. From the
solutions of the Einstein-Langevin equation, the two-point
correlation functions for the metric perturbations can be
obtained.
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Stochastic gravity provides an alternative framework to
study the generation of primordial inhomogeneities in in-
flationary models. Besides the interest of the problem in its
own right, there are also other reasons that make this
problem worth discussing from the point of view of sto-
chastic gravity. The Einstein-Langevin equation is not
restricted by the use of linearized perturbations of the
inflaton field. This may not be very important for infla-
tionary models which are driven by an inflaton field which
takes a nonzero expectation value, because the linear per-
turbations will give the leading contribution; although the
need to consider higher-order corrections (from one-loop
contributions) has recently been emphasized [29,30] (see
also [31]). These contributions are in any case important in
models such as Starobinsky’s trace-anomaly driven infla-
tion [32], which rely on conformally-coupled scalar fields
with a vanishing expectation value. The corresponding
Einstein equation is quadratic in these fields and the linear
approximation becomes trivial.
In this paper we prove that the usual quantization for
linear perturbations of both the metric and the inflaton field
is equivalent to using the Einstein-Langevin equation when
the latter is restricted to linearized inflaton perturbations, in
the sense that the same results for the relevant correlation
functions of the metric perturbations are obtained.1
The plan of the paper is the following. In Sec. II a brief
description of stochastic gravity is given. This is done in an
axiomatic way by showing that the semiclassical Einstein
equation can be consistently generalized in a perturbative
way by including a Gaussian stochastic source with van-
ishing expectation value defined through the noise kernel.
The dynamical equation for the metric perturbations is the
Einstein-Langevin equation. An alternative derivation of
this equation, reviewed in Appendix C, is based on the
influence functional method due to Feynman and Vernon,
which is generally used to describe the dynamics of open
quantum systems, i.e., systems interacting with an environ-
ment [34,35]. Here the gravitational field plays the role of
the system and the quantum matter fields play the role of
the environment.
In Sec. III we discuss the linearized perturbations around
a cosmological Robertson-Walker background coupled to a
free massive scalar field minimally coupled to the curva-
ture. This corresponds to the simplest model of chaotic
inflation. The linearized Einstein-Langevin equation is
then used to obtain an expression for the correlation func-
tion of the scalar-type metric perturbations. We concen-
trate on metric perturbations of scalar type because they are
the only ones that couple to the inflaton perturbations in the
linear approximation. Next, we use the standard linear
theory of cosmological perturbations, quantize them, and
derive an expression for the symmetrized quantum corre-
lation function of the scalar metric perturbations. This
expression is then employed to show the equivalence be-
tween this correlation function and that derived from the
Einstein-Langevin equation. An alternative proof of this
equivalence is provided in Appendix E.
Note that, whereas in stochastic gravity the metric is
treated as a classical but stochastic field, in the usual
approach to linear cosmological perturbations both metric
and inflaton perturbations are quantized. Nevertheless, the
correlation functions derived within the Einstein-Langevin
approach agree with the symmetrized quantum correla-
tions, similarly to what happens in simpler open quantum
systems [33]. More specifically, the stochastic correlation
functions derived from the Einstein-Langevin equation
agree with the symmetrized quantum correlation functions
of the theory of gravity interacting with N matter fields to
leading order in 1=N [36]; this was shown in Refs. [37,38]
for perturbations around a Minkowski background. In this
sense the Einstein-Langevin equation can be regarded as a
useful intermediary tool to compute the quantum correla-
tions of metric fluctuations in the largeN approximation. It
should also be noted that there are situations for open
quantum systems where, for a sufficient degree of
environment-induced decoherence that guarantees the ab-
sence of relevant interference effects, the temporal corre-
lations of some actual properties of the system
(corresponding to suitably smeared projectors) can be
described in terms of classical stochastic processes gov-
erned by a Langevin equation [39]. In those cases the
stochastic correlation functions obtained from the
Langevin equation also describe such quasiclassical corre-
lations of the system dynamics.
It is, however, important to stress that when one line-
arizes with respect to both the scalar metric perturbations
and the inflaton perturbations, as in the case discussed here,
the system cannot be regarded as a true open quantum
system. The reason is that Fourier modes decouple and
the dynamical constraints due to diffeomorphism invari-
ance link the metric perturbations of scalar type with the
perturbations of the inflaton field so that only one true
dynamical degree of freedom is left for each Fourier mode.
In Sec. IV we explicitly compute the correlation func-
tions for the scalar metric perturbations in a simple model
of chaotic inflation using the Einstein-Langevin approach
as described in the previous section. A quasi-de Sitter
expansion for the background is assumed and an almost
Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum at large scales is obtained.
We comment on the different approximations that one is
naturally led to consider within the two approaches.
Finally in Sec. V we conclude by summarizing our
results and briefly discussing the changes that one would
1Although the equivalence between a stochastic description
based on a Langevin equation and the results obtained with
standard quantization methods has been exactly shown for linear
open quantum systems [33], those results cannot be directly
applied to the problem of linearized cosmological perturbations
because the existing gauge freedom and dynamical constraints in
the latter case play a nontrivial role.
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encounter when using the Einstein-Langevin equation if
the inflaton perturbations were treated exactly, that is,
beyond the linear approximation. We note, in particular,
that not only scalar but also vectorial and tensorial metric
perturbations couple to the inflaton perturbations in that
case. The metric perturbations can then be considered a
true open quantum system.
Throughout the paper we use the ðþ;þ;þÞ convention
of Ref. [40]. We also make use of the abstract index
notation of Ref. [41]. The Latin indices (a; b; c . . . ) denote
abstract indices, whereas Greek indices are employed
whenever a particular coordinate system is considered
[Latin indices such as (i; j; k . . . ) are used instead when
referring only to spatial components].
II. STOCHASTIC GRAVITY FORMALISM AND
EINSTEIN-LANGEVIN EQUATION
A. Stochastic gravity. General formalism
There are a number of situations, especially in black
hole physics and cosmology, in which regarding spacetime
as classical whereas the remaining matter fields are quan-
tized has proved very fruitful. This is often considered a
reasonable approximation as long as the typical length
scales involved are much larger than the Planck length. A
first step in that direction is to consider the evolution of
quantum matter fields on spacetimes with nonvanishing
curvature. The consistent formulation of quantum field
theory on general globally hyperbolic spacetimes is nowa-
days well established for free fields [42,43], and significant
progress has been made for interacting fields as well [44–
46]. Up to this point the quantum matter fields are regarded
as test fields evolving on a fixed geometry which is un-
affected by their presence.
A second step is to consider the back reaction of quan-
tum matter fields on the spacetime geometry by including
the expectation value of the stress tensor operator of the
quantum fields as a source of the Einstein equation for the
spacetime geometry, which becomes then the so-called
semiclassical Einstein equation. The expectation value of
the stress tensor is divergent and a nontrivial renormaliza-
tion procedure is required even for a free field in order to
preserve general covariance. This can be achieved by us-
ing, for instance, dimensional regularization or point split-
ting and introducing suitable local counterterms, which are
quadratic in the curvature, in the bare gravitational action.
Any renormalization method can be used provided Wald’s
axioms [42,43] are satisfied, since this guarantees equiva-
lent results.
The semiclassical Einstein equation was derived in
Ref. [47] by considering the large N limit of N free scalar
fields weakly interacting with the gravitational field so that
the product of the gravitational coupling constant times the
number of fields N remains constant as N tends to infinity;
see also Ref. [48] for a related result concerning fermions.
However, the semiclassical Einstein equation is most often
introduced in an axiomatic way. The basic aspects of this
framework, commonly known as semiclassical gravity
[43,49], can be summarized as follows. Let us consider a
manifoldM with a Lorentzian metric gab which is glob-
ally hyperbolic. Let us also consider a linear matter field
evolving on that manifold. In the Heisenberg picture the
scalar field operator ^½g satisfies the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion
ðrara m2Þ^ðxÞ ¼ 0; (1)
where ra means covariant derivative with respect to the
metric gab, and the state of the scalar field, which is
characterized by a density matrix ^½g, is assumed to be
physically acceptable in the sense of Ref. [43]. This means
that it is of the so-called Hadamard type, so that the
expectation value for the stress tensor operator can be
consistently renormalized. The set ðM; gab; ^½g; ^½gÞ
constitutes a self-consistent solution of semiclassical grav-
ity if the following semiclassical Einstein equation is sat-
isfied:
Gab½g þgab  2ðAab½g þ Bab½gÞ ¼ hT^ab½gi0ren;
(2)
where Gab is the Einstein tensor, hT^ab½gi0ren is the suitably
renormalized expectation value of the stress tensor opera-
tor corresponding to the scalar field operator ^½g, and ,
,  and  are renormalized parameters (the prime in the
expectation value is used to distinguish it from the expec-
tation value introduced below). We considered natural
units in which @ ¼ c ¼ 1, and introduced the notation  ¼
8G ¼ 8=m2p for the renormalized gravitational cou-
pling constant where mp is the Planck mass. The local
tensors Aab and Bab are obtained by functionally differ-
entiating with respect to the metric terms in the action that
correspond to the Lagrangian densities proportional to
CabcdCabcd and R
2, respectively, where Cabcd and R are
the Weyl tensor and the scalar curvature. These terms
correspond to the finite part of the counterterms introduced
in the bare gravitational action to cancel the divergences
arising in the expectation value of the stress tensor [42].
From now on, and despite their purely geometric char-
acter, we will consider for notational simplicity that the last
three terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (2) have been
reabsorbed in the renormalized expectation value of the
stress tensor operator, which we write now without the
prime; this can be done consistently becauseraAab ¼ 0 ¼
raBab. Taking this into account, the semiclassical Einstein
equation becomes
Gab½g ¼ hT^ab½giren; (3)
where we should now keep in mind that the expectation
value depends on the renormalized parameters , ,
and .
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There are, however, situations in which the fluctuations
of the stress tensor operator are important [50–52]. In
Refs. [53,54] it was shown that the semiclassical Einstein
equation (2) could be consistently extended to partially
account for the fluctuations of the stress tensor operator
by introducing a Gaussian stochastic source. More pre-
cisely, given a self-consistent solution of semiclassical
gravity one can introduce the following equation for the
metric perturbations hab around the background metric
gab:
Gab½gþ h þðgab þ habÞ
 2ðAab½gþ h þ Bab½gþ hÞ
¼ hT^ab½gþ hi0ren þ ab½g; (4)
where the whole equation should be understood to linear
order in hab. Note that throughout this paper indices will be
raised and lowered using the background metric. The
renormalized expectation value is computed with the scalar
field operator satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation on the
perturbed metric gab þ hab and the Gaussian stochastic
source ab is completely determined by the following
correlation functions:
hab½g; xÞi ¼ 0; (5)
hab½g; xÞcd½g; yÞi ¼ Nabcdðx; yÞ
¼ 1
2
hft^ab½g; xÞ; t^cd½g; yÞgi; (6)
where we used h. . .i to denote the expectation value with
respect to the stochastic classical source ab½g. The op-
erator t^ab½g is defined as t^ab½g  T^ab½g  hT^ab½gi and
the bitensor Nabcdðx; yÞ, which determines the correlation
function of the stochastic source, is computed using the
scalar field operator satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation
for the background metric gab. The bitensor Nabcdðx; yÞ is
called the noise kernel, it describes the quantum fluctua-
tions of the stress tensor operator, and is positive-
semidefinite. Strictly speaking, the previous definition for
the operator t^ab only makes sense when some kind of
regulator is employed since both the operator T^ab½g and
the expectation value hT^ab½gi are divergent. However, the
operator t^ab is finite in the sense that one can compute any
matrix element of this operator using a regularized version
of the two terms that define it, and one finally gets a finite
result when removing the regulator because the divergen-
ces coming from both terms cancel out exactly [54].
Hence, the noise kernel requires no renormalization
whereas the divergences of the expectation value hT^ab½gþ
hi appearing in Eq. (4) are canceled by the counterterms
whose finite contribution corresponds to the last three
terms on the left-hand side. Furthermore, since
hab½gi ¼ 0, Eq. (4), which is called the Einstein-
Langevin equation, reduces to the semiclassical Einstein
equation for the metric perturbations hab around the back-
ground metric gab when taking the expectation value with
respect to the stochastic source ab.
2 This framework, in
which the metric perturbations are regarded as a stochastic
process satisfying the Einstein-Langevin equation, is usu-
ally referred to as stochastic gravity.
Similarly to what was done for the semiclassical
Einstein equation, we will assume that the last three terms
on the left-hand side of Eq. (4) are reabsorbed in the
renormalized expectation value of the stress tensor opera-
tor, so that the Einstein-Langevin equation will be written
from now on as
Gð1Þab½gþ h ¼ hT^ð1Þab½gþ hiren þ ab½g; (7)
where the superindex ð1Þ means that only terms linear in
the metric perturbations hab are kept. This follows straight-
forwardly from the fact that Eq. (4) was considered only to
linear order in hab (the stochastic source ab is regarded to
be of the same order as hab) and that the zeroth-order
contribution is identically satisfied, since the background
configuration was assumed to be a solution of semiclassical
gravity.
A necessary condition for the integrability of the
Einstein-Langevin equation, via the Bianchi identity, is
the conservation of the stochastic source. Hence, one
must make sure that the stochastic source ab½g is cova-
riantly conserved so that Eq. (7) is a consistent extension of
the semiclassical Einstein equation (3). That the stochastic
process raabðxÞ vanishes is a consequence of the stress
tensor conservation on the background metric [53,54].
Furthermore, it can also be checked that the Einstein-
Langevin equation is compatible with the gauge symmetry
corresponding to infinitesimal diffeomorphisms. In fact,
both the stochastic source and the remaining terms of the
Einstein-Langevin equation are separately invariant under
gauge transformations for the metric perturbations of the
form hab ! hab þrab þrba corresponding to infini-
tesimal diffeomorphisms generated by any arbitrary vector
field ~ defined on the background spacetime [53,54].
One of the main applications of stochastic gravity is the
calculation of the correlation function for the metric per-
turbations [28,55]. This can be done by solving the
Einstein-Langevin equation, which gives a result for the
metric perturbation hab½ef; xÞ in terms of the stochastic
source, taking the product hab½ef; xÞhcd½ef; yÞ for each
solution and averaging over all realizations of the stochas-
tic source (in general averaging over the initial conditions
may also be necessary [37]): hhab½ef; xÞhcd½ef; yÞi.
Note that although the stochastic source and the solutions
2Remember that Eq. (4) should be understood to linear order in
hab. Therefore, when taking the average over all possible real-
izations of the stochastic source, the equation satisfied by hhabi
coincides with that obtained by linearly perturbing the semiclas-
sical Einstein equation (2).
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of the Einstein-Langevin equation are classical stochastic
processes, this does not preclude the possibility of obtain-
ing fully quantum correlation functions since the final
result for the correlation function only depends on the
noise kernel and does not explicitly involve the classical
stochastic processes, which can be viewed as an intermedi-
ate mathematical tool somewhat analogous to the Feynman
histories in a path integral. In fact, it has been exactly
shown that a classical stochastic description based on a
Langevin equation can be used to obtain the quantum
properties of certain kinds of simple open quantum systems
[33]. Such a result can be generalized to theories with
nonlinear interactions, including the gravitational case. In
particular, the quantum correlation functions to leading
order in 1=N for gravity interacting with N matter fields
coincide with those obtained by solving the Einstein-
Langevin equation (this has been shown for perturbations
around flat space [37], but can be generalized to arbitrary
globally hyperbolic backgrounds [36]).
We finish this general introduction to the Einstein-
Langevin equation by briefly mentioning that there are
derivations of the Einstein-Langevin equation in different
cosmological settings making use of functional methods
[56–60] or a derivation using arguments based on the
renormalization group [61]. In Appendix C we sketch a
derivation of the Einstein-Langevin equation (7) for the
case of a general globally hyperbolic background space-
time using the influence functional formalism [54,62]. The
Einstein-Langevin equation has also been applied to the
study of fluctuations in black hole spacetimes [63–65].
B. Einstein-Langevin equation for cosmological
perturbations
In this paper we will study small perturbations around a
Robertson-Walker background when the matter source is a
minimally-coupled scalar field with a quadratic potential.
In fact, this corresponds to the simplest model of chaotic
inflation with the scalar field playing the role of the inflaton
field, but it is sufficient for our purpose of illustrating the
relationship between the usual treatment of cosmological
perturbations and those approaches based on the Einstein-
Langevin equation within the framework of stochastic
gravity. Furthermore, taking into account the assumptions
made throughout the forthcoming sections, the general-
ization of our main conclusions and results to nonlinear
potentials should be rather straightforward as long as we
keep to quadratic order in the scalar field perturbations
when considering the potential.
Recall that the form for the line element of a general
Robertson-Walker metric is
ds2 ¼ dt2 þ a2ðtÞ	ijdxidxj; (8)
where aðtÞ is called the scale factor and 	ij is the induced
metric for the homogeneous spatial sections, which
are maximally symmetric hypersurfaces. The line element
of the spatial sections can have the three following
forms 	ijdx
idxj¼fd
2þsin2
d2;dr2þr2d2;d
2þ
sinh2
d2g depending on whether the curvature is posi-
tive, zero, or negative, respectively. In terms of the confor-
mal time coordinate  ¼ Rdta1ðtÞ the metric (8)
becomes
ds2 ¼ a2ðÞðd2 þ 	ijdxidxjÞ: (9)
Before proceeding further it is convenient to introduce
the following decomposition for the scalar inflaton field,
which will be used throughout:
^ðxÞ ¼ ðÞ þ ’^ðxÞ; (10)
where ðÞ, which corresponds to the expectation value
h^½g; xÞi of the inflaton field on the background metric, is a
homogeneous classical-like (as an operator it is propor-
tional to the identity) solution of the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion which is compatible with the background metric
through the semiclassical Einstein equation (3). The op-
erator ’^ðxÞ, which will be referred to as the inflaton field
perturbations, corresponds to the quantum operator for a
minimally-coupled massive scalar field whose expectation
value vanishes on the background spacetime, i.e.,
h’^½g; xÞi ¼ 0. We will consider a Gaussian state for the
inflaton field and, thus, for the inflaton field perturbations;
see Appendix A for the definition and the basic properties
of pure Gaussian states and the relationship between the
state of the inflaton field and the inflaton field
perturbations.
It should also be stressed that there are many situations
(e.g., in the context of stochastic inflation) in which the
classical background configuration of the inflaton field will
not be homogeneous over the whole spacetime. Never-
theless, this will not have observable consequences at
present provided that the scale of the inhomogeneities is
larger than the horizon before the last 60 e-folds of infla-
tion. In fact, when studying models of eternal inflation [66–
68] using the formalism of stochastic inflation [69], the
expectation value of the inflaton field is no longer the
relevant object. One should consider instead the amplitude
of a given realization of the inflaton field smeared over
scales slightly larger than the horizon radius right before
the region that had left the self-regenerating regime and
would eventually give rise to our visible Universe under-
went the last 60 e-folds of inflation. It has been argued that
in those circumstances the smeared inflaton field behaves
as a classical stochastic process. (This is closely related to
the quantum to classical transition problem for the inflaton
fluctuations [19–26].) If that is the case, one can use a
particular realization of the smeared inflaton right before
the last 60 e-folds of inflation as the classical background
configuration ðÞ and treat it in the same way in which
one would have dealt with a quantum expectation value.
Let us begin by discussing the semiclassical Einstein
equation (3) for the background metric gab defined by
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Eq. (8). The right-hand side of Eq. (3) is the properly
renormalized expectation value for the stress tensor of
the inflaton field operator, which satisfies the Klein-
Gordon equation (1) on the background spacetime.
If we consider the general expression for the stress
tensor operator of a minimally-coupled massive scalar field
T^ ab ¼ ra^rb^ 12gabðg
cdrc^rd^þm2^2Þ; (11)
and use the decomposition of the scalar field introduced in
Eq. (10), the expectation value for the stress tensor operator
can be separated into three different contributions:
hT^ab½giren ¼ hT^ab½gi þ hT^ab½gi’ þ hT^ab½giren’’;
(12)
where the subindices , ’ and ’’ are used to denote
the contributions to the stress tensor operator which are,
respectively, quadratic in ðÞ, linear in both ðÞ and
’^ðxÞ, and quadratic in ’^ðxÞ. The first term depends just on
the homogeneous solution ðÞ, the second term vanishes
since it is proportional to h’^½g; xÞi, and the third term,
which is completely independent of the homogeneous part
ðÞ, is quadratic in the inflaton field perturbations ’^ðxÞ
and needs renormalization.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) will be
denoted byT ab  hT^ab½gi; see Appendix B for further
comments on this notation. Taking into account the special
form of the Robertson-Walker metric, in the basis associ-
ated with the conformal time and comoving spatial coor-
dinates these components can be rewritten as
T 00 ¼ 12 ðð
0Þ2 þm2a22Þ; (13)
T ij ¼ 12 ðð
0Þ2 m2a22Þ	ij; (14)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to the con-
formal time . In this coordinate system the time-time and
space-space components of a2ðÞT  can be, respec-
tively, identified with the energy density ðÞ and the
isotropic pressure pðÞ of a perfect fluid. The components
of Eq. (3) become then the usual Friedmann equations

2
ðð0Þ2 þm2a22Þ ¼ 3ðH 2 þ Þ; (15)

2
ðð0Þ2 m2a22Þ ¼ ð2H 0 þH 2 þ Þ; (16)
whereH ¼ a0=a and  ¼ 0; 1;1 depending on whether
the homogeneous spatial sections of the Robertson-Walker
geometry are, respectively, flat, with positive curvature or
with negative curvature.
The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (12),
hT^ab½giren’’, will in turn have a similar structure to that of
Eqs. (13) and (14) with diagonal nonvanishing components
which can be regarded as corrections ðÞ and pðÞ to
the energy density and pressure. This structure is necessary
so that the solutions of Eq. (3) are of Robertson-Walker
type, but there is a family of quantum states of the scalar
field which gives rise to such a structure for hT^ab½giren’’.
They can be characterized as follows. Since the Lie de-
rivatives of the six spacelike Killing vectors which char-
acterize a Robertson-Walker metric commute with the
Klein-Gordon operator satisfying Eq. (1), one can intro-
duce a unitary operator which implements at the quantum
level the symmetries corresponding to the six Killing
vectors and is preserved by the dynamical evolution.
Consequently, the Hadamard function (the quantum expec-
tation value of the anticommutator of the field) employed
to compute the renormalized expectation value of the field
’^ðxÞ will respect the symmetries of the Robertson-Walker
geometry provided that one considers a quantum initial
state which is kept invariant, up to a phase, by the unitary
operator associated with those symmetries. Throughout
this paper we will consider this class of states (spatially
homogeneous and isotropic). Nevertheless, being quadratic
in the inflaton perturbations, which are considered in gen-
eral to be much smaller during the inflationary period than
the homogeneous background solution ðÞ, the contribu-
tion from the last term in Eq. (12) and, hence, the correc-
tions  and p, will in general be small compared to
those from Eqs. (13) and (14) during the inflationary
period. The usual treatments which keep to linear order
in both the metric perturbations and the inflaton perturba-
tions directly discard them. This is actually the situation
that we will be interested in here. Therefore, the back-
ground solution for the scale factor aðÞ is completely
determined by Eqs. (15) and (16) without considering the
corrections that come from the third term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (12), which is approximated to linear order by
hT^ab½giren  T ab:
In addition, either from the conservation of the stress
tensor raT ab ¼ 0 or by taking the expectation value of
Eq. (1), the homogeneous background solution ðÞ is
seen to satisfy the following Klein-Gordon equation on
the background Robertson-Walker metric:
00 þ 2 a
0
a
0 þm2a2 ¼ 0: (17)
Let us now consider the objects which appear in the
Einstein-Langevin equation (7) and particularize them to
the case addressed here. The geometric part, i.e., the com-
ponents of the Einstein tensor for a linear perturbation hab
of the metric will be discussed in the next section. The
contribution to the expectation value of the stress tensor
which is linear in the metric perturbation, hT^ð1Þab½gþ hiren,
can be decomposed according to Eq. (10) as
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hT^ð1Þab½gþ hiren ¼ hT^ð1Þab½gþ hi þ hT^ð1Þab½gþ hi’
þ hT^ð1Þab½gþ hiren’’; (18)
where the whole inflaton field satisfies now the Klein-
Gordon equation on the perturbed metric ~gab ¼ gab þ hab,
ð~ra ~ra m2Þ^ ¼ 0; (19)
and ~ra means the covariant derivative with respect to ~gab.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (18), hT^ð1Þabi,
depends on the scalar field only via the homogeneous
background solution ðÞ, which was already fixed by
Eq. (17) together with Eqs. (15) and (16), and therefore
the metric perturbations enter only through the explicit
dependence of the stress tensor on the metric. Contrary
to what happened in Eq. (12), the second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (18) hT^ð1Þabi’ no longer vanishes since it is
now proportional to h’^½gþ hi and the Klein-Gordon
equation satisfied by ’^½gþ h on the spacetime with the
perturbed metric ~gab, given by Eq. (19), has an inhomoge-
neous source term proportional to the metric perturbation
hab and the homogeneous background solution ðÞ
which in general prevents its expectation value h’^½gþ
hi from vanishing. Hence, the only nonvanishing contri-
butions to the second term are those which depend implic-
itly on the metric perturbations through the quantum
operator for the inflaton perturbations ’^½gþ h.
Finally, the third term hT^ð1Þabiren’’ which requires renormal-
ization will have contributions with either explicit or im-
plicit dependence on the metric perturbation. Not only the
contributions which depend on the metric perturbations
explicitly but also those which depend implicitly via
’^½gþ h are ultimately quadratic in the inflaton perturba-
tions ’^½g [after solving Eq. (19) perturbatively in the
metric perturbations]; otherwise they would vanish, as
follows from the fact that h’^½gi ¼ 0.
Similarly to what was said concerning the last term in
Eq. (12), the last term in Eq. (18) is not taken into account
by usual approaches to cosmological perturbations, which
keep to linear order in the inflaton perturbations as well as
the metric perturbations. We will not consider these terms
either in the next two sections, but some general remarks
on how to deal with them, and possible implications, will
be made in Sec. V.
Let us now briefly concentrate on the noise kernel,
which accounts for the stress tensor fluctuations and char-
acterizes the correlations of the stochastic source ab. It is
proportional to hft^ab½g; t^cd½ggi where t^ab ¼ T^ab  hT^abi,
and is evaluated on the background metric. Using Eqs. (10)
and (11) it can be separated into the following nonvanish-
ing terms:
hft^ab½g; t^cd½ggi ¼ hft^ab½g; t^cd½ggi’
þ hft^ab½g; t^cd½ggi’’; (20)
where the first and second terms on the right-hand side are,
respectively, quadratic and quartic in the inflaton perturba-
tion ’^½g. We used a notation similar to that introduced in
Eq. (12) since the first term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (20) comes entirely from those contributions to the
operators t^ab and t^cd which are proportional to both ðÞ
and ’^½g, whereas the last term in Eq. (20) comes from the
contributions to the stress tensor which are quadratic in
’^½g. The contribution to the noise kernel which depends
on the background homogeneous solution ðÞ but not on
the inflaton perturbation ’^ vanishes since, being propor-
tional to the identity, the corresponding stress tensor op-
erator coincides with its expectation value. The terms
linear in ’^½g also vanish because h’^½gi ¼ 0. Finally,
since we will be considering Gaussian quantum states for
the inflaton perturbations (see Appendix A for a definition
and a brief description of some basic properties of
Gaussian states), the 3-point quantum correlation functions
h’^½g’^½g’^½gi are proportional to the expectation value
h’^½gi and, therefore, the contributions which are cubic in
’^½g vanish as well.
It is important to note that both the quadratic and the
quartic contributions to the noise kernel are separately
conserved since both ðÞ and ’^½g; xÞ independently sat-
isfy the Klein-Gordon equation (10) on the background
geometry; recall that ðÞ ¼ h^½gi. Because of this fact,
we can consistently consider a pair of independent stochas-
tic sources 1ab and 2ab associated with each term so that
ab ¼ 1ab þ 2ab with h1abðxÞ1cdðx0Þi ¼ hft^abðxÞ;
t^cdðx0Þgi’½g, h2abðxÞ2cdðx0Þi ¼ hft^abðxÞ; t^cdðx0Þgi’’½g,
and h1abðxÞ2cdðx0Þi ¼ 0. The integrability of the
Einstein-Langevin equation with any of the two sources
is then guaranteed because both sources are separately
conserved.
In the next section we will show that keeping only 1ab,
which can be thought to be of the same order as ’^, the
results obtained using the Einstein-Langevin equation and
those from the usual treatments which quantize the line-
arized theory for both the metric and the inflaton perturba-
tions are equivalent. On the other hand, some of the main
features and consequences of the source 2ab, which can be
regarded as being of quadratic order in ’^, will be briefly
discussed in Sec. Vand studied in more detail in Ref. [36].
Of course, when considering the stochastic source 2ab, the
last term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (12) and (18) should
also be considered since their contribution is of the same
order as that of 2ab.
III. EINSTEIN-LANGEVIN EQUATION FOR
LINEARIZED COSMOLOGICAL
PERTURBATIONS
A. Gauge-invariant formalism for linearized
cosmological perturbations
Let us consider small metric perturbations around a fixed
Robertson-Walker background geometry. It can be shown
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[70] that the most general expression for the components of
metric perturbations in some particular coordinate system
can be written as
h00 ¼ 2 a2ðÞ; h0i ¼ ðBji þ SiÞa2ðÞ;
hij ¼ ½2ð 	ij  EjijÞ þ ðFijj þ FjjiÞ þ hija2ðÞ;
(21)
which depends on ten functions: ,  , B, and E, the two
independent components of each transverse vector Si and
Fi, and the two independent components of the traceless
and transverse symmetric tensor hij. The vectors Si and Fi
as well as the tensor hij are tangent to the isotropic and
homogeneous spatial sections of the Robertson-Walker
spacetime, but depend in general on the conformal time
 which labels each spatial section. Furthermore, the
notation ji is used to denote the covariant derivative asso-
ciated with the metric 	ij induced on these spatial sections.
The transversality condition for the vectors and tensor is
then written as Siji ¼ 0, Fiji ¼ 0, and hijji ¼ 0. The global
factor a2ðÞ is introduced for later convenience, but could
be reabsorbed. The metric perturbations will henceforth be
treated linearly.
Four functions describing the metric perturbations are of
scalar type, four more are of vector type, and finally there
are two which are of tensor type, according to their trans-
formation properties on the three-dimensional spatial sec-
tions [70–72]. These types are preserved by time evolution
provided that the perturbations of the matter sources
around the configuration generating the background
Robertson-Walker geometry are also treated linearly.
Those ten functions do not characterize in a unique way
nonequivalent perturbed geometries since they may arise
not only due to real perturbations of the geometry but also
to changes of the mapping from the background manifold
to the perturbed one. Hence, a diffeomorphism generated
by a vector field ~ , considered to be of the same order as the
metric perturbations, would give an extra contribution
L ~gab to the metric perturbation hab, where gab is the
background metric. These local diffeomorphisms do not
preserve in general the scalar, vectorial, or tensorial nature
of the metric perturbations.
There are different approaches to overcome the difficul-
ties derived from this gauge freedom. One approach is to
fix the gauge [73] so that further changes on the metric
perturbations resulting from coordinate changes are not
allowed. This can be achieved by fixing some of the ten
functions characterizing the components of the metric
perturbations either directly specifying some components
of hab or imposing relations between them. A second
approach, first used by Bardeen [71], is based on the
introduction of so-called gauge-invariant variables, which
corresponds to using linear combinations of those ten
functions which remain invariant to linear order under
diffeomorphisms generated by any vector field ~ . One
can always argue that those gauge-invariant variables co-
incide with the value taken by the functions appearing in
Eq. (21) (or some linear combination of them) in some
particular gauge, as follows from the remark that the
components of any tensorial object referred to a particular
and fixed coordinate system do not change when reex-
pressed in terms of some new coordinates [74].
From now on we will consider spatially-flat Robertson-
Walker metrics, i.e. 	ij ¼ ij in Eq. (8), and concentrate
on scalar-type metric perturbations. The motivation for the
latter is that scalar-type metric perturbations are the only
ones which couple to matter sources characterized by
scalar functions when both metric perturbations and matter
perturbations (the inflaton perturbations in our case) are
treated linearly. Only two true kinematical degrees of free-
dom (i.e., before imposing the Einstein equation) exist for
this type of perturbation, in the sense that from the four
arbitrary functions characterizing scalar metric perturba-
tions, the equivalence classes invariant under local diffeo-
morphism transformations are completely characterized by
two arbitrary functions [70,75–77]. A particular example
corresponds to the following two linear combinations of
the four functions ,  , B, and E, which are invariant
under local diffeomorphisms:
 ¼ þ 1
a
½ðB E0Þa0;  ¼   a
0
a
ðB E0Þ:
These gauge-invariant variables were first introduced by
Bardeen [71] with the notation A ¼  and H ¼ .
One can also define a gauge-invariant version of the
linear perturbations of the Einstein tensor, ðGð1ÞinvÞba, which
depends only on the gauge-invariant functions  and ,
and is invariant under the same kind of local diffeomor-
phism which preserves the scalar nature of the metric
perturbations characterized by  and ; see Ref. [76,77]
for details. In fact, the gauge-invariant perturbations
ðGð1ÞinvÞba of the Einstein tensor coincide with the actual
components of the linear perturbations of the Einstein
tensor in the so-called longitudinal gauge, which corre-
sponds to taking E ¼ B ¼ 0. Similarly, one could also
define a gauge-invariant version of the stress tensor linear
perturbations and write a version of the Einstein equation
for the metric perturbations with both sides explicitly
invariant; recall that the whole linearized Einstein equation
is itself gauge invariant. We will follow an alternative
procedure which yields equivalent results. The idea is to
consider the components of the Einstein equation in the
longitudinal gauge and notice, as will be explicitly shown
below, that all the geometric dependence can be written
entirely in terms of the gauge-invariant variables  and 
since the only nonvanishing scalar contributions to the
metric perturbations in the longitudinal gauge,  and  ,
coincide with  and .
In the longitudinal gauge the expression of the perturbed
metric for scalar-type perturbations on a spatially-flat
Robertson-Walker background in terms of the two gauge-
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invariant functions ðxÞ and ðxÞ is
ds2 ¼ a2ðÞ½ð1þ 2ðxÞÞd2 þ ð1 2ðxÞÞijdxidxj;
(22)
and the components of the linear perturbation of the
Einstein tensor are
Gð1Þ00 ¼ 2a2½3H ðHþ0Þ  r2; (23)
Gð1Þi0 ¼ 2a2@iðHþ0Þ; (24)
Gð1Þji ¼ 2a2

ð2H 0 þH 2ÞþH0 þ00 þ 2H0
þ 1
2
r2D

ji  a2jk@k@iD; (25)
whereH ¼ a0ðÞ=aðÞ, D ¼ , r2 ¼ ij@i@i and,
as we mentioned above, primes denote derivation with
respect to the conformal time . The Einstein equation
for the linear perturbations of the metric is
Gð1Þba ¼ ðTð0Þba  hTð0Þbai þ Tð1ÞbaÞ; (26)
where the right-hand side corresponds to those terms which
are not included in the background stress tensorT ba and are
at most linear in the metric perturbations (some terms from
the stress tensor on the background geometry Tð0Þba are
present because the scalar field is also perturbed). Note that
at the classical level one should simply substitute the
unperturbed stress tensor T ba for hTð0Þbai. However,
hTð0Þbai has nontrivial additional components in stochastic
gravity or when quantizing both the metric perturbations
and the scalar field; see the last paragraph of Appendix B
for additional discussion on the notation and related points.
Furthermore, from now on we will only consider terms
which are linear in either the metric perturbations or the
inflaton field perturbations ’, which are both assumed to
be of the same order. The contribution to the stress tensor
of these linear perturbations will be denoted by T ba.
Hence, taking all this into account, the components of
the Einstein equation for linear scalar perturbations of
the metric become
Gð1Þba ¼ T ba: (27)
Let us remember that the expression for the stress tensor of
the free massive field ’, which is minimally coupled to the
spacetime curvature and evolves on the perturbed metric
~gab ¼ gab þ hab, is
Tab ¼ ~ra’~rb’ 12 ~gabð~g
cd ~rc’~rd’þm2’2Þ: (28)
The components for the linear perturbations of the stress
tensor, T ba in the basis associated with the conformal
time and comoving spatial coordinates are then straight-
forwardly obtained:
T 00 ¼ a2ðð0Þ2 0’0 m2a2’Þ; (29)
T i0 ¼ a20@i’; (30)
T ji ¼ a2ji ðð0Þ2 þ0’0 m2a2’Þ: (31)
Taking into account the fact that T ji is diagonal, one can
use Eq. (27) [see also Eq. (25)] with i  j to conclude that
 and  are equal [76,77], except for a possible homoge-
neous component (independent of the spatial coordinates),
which should be included in the background scale factor.
Alternatively, the same conclusion can also be reached by
considering the sum of all the diagonal elements of the
ij-components of Eq. (27) together with Eqs. (30) and (31)
to substitute ’ in terms of and, which yields r2ð
Þ ¼ 0 and hence  ¼  provided that they vanish at
infinity.
From the Friedmann equations (15) and (16) for the
background solution, we have

2
ð0Þ2 ¼H 2 H 0; (32)
and we can use this equation to reexpress the terms in
Eqs. (29)–(31) which are linear in . Substituting these
terms into the perturbed Einstein equations, given by
Eq. (27), we finally get
r2 3H0  ðH 0 þ 2H 2Þ
¼ 
2
ð0’0 þm2a2’Þ; (33)
@ið0 þHÞ ¼ 2
0@i’; (34)
ðH 0 þ 2H 2Þþ 3H0 þ00 ¼ 
2
ð0’0 m2a2’Þ:
(35)
Similarly, the Klein-Gordon equation for the inflaton
perturbations can be obtained by linearizing in both the
metric perturbations and the inflaton perturbations ’ the
exact Klein-Gordon equation for the whole inflaton field
ðÞ þ ’ðxÞ on the perturbed geometry, Eq. (19), and
making use of the fact that the homogeneous background
solution ðÞ satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation on the
background spacetime, Eq. (17). It can also be obtained
from the conservation equation, to linear order in the
metric perturbations, of the linearly perturbed stress tensor.
The result is
’00 þ 2H’0 r2’þm2a2’ 400 þ 2m2a2¼ 0;
(36)
where we have already taken into account that  ¼ .
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B. Einstein-Langevin equation for linearized
cosmological perturbations
Using the results of the previous subsection, the
Einstein-Langevin equation (7) can be particularized to
the case of scalar-type metric perturbations around a
Robertson-Walker background geometry with the follow-
ing result:

2
a2ðhT^ 00i þ 00Þ ¼ 3H ðHþ0Þ  r2; (37)

2
a2ðhT^ i0i þ i0Þ ¼ @ið0 þHÞ; (38)

2
a2ðhT^ ji i þ ji Þ ¼

ð2H 0 þH 2ÞþH0 þ00
þ 2H0 þ 1
2
r2D

ji
 1
2
jk@k@iD; (39)
where we have used Eqs. (23)–(25) for the linearized
Einstein tensor and we have considered the stress tensor
operator T^
b
a, which results from keeping terms linear in
either the inflaton perturbations or the metric perturbations.
The notation hT^ bai is equivalent to hT^ ba½gþ hi for the
particular case of scalar metric perturbations that we are
considering. Note, in addition, that all the contributions to
hT^ bai are, explicitly or implicitly, proportional to the
metric perturbations since otherwise they would be pro-
portional to h’^½gi, which vanishes. In fact, this turns out to
be important so that hT^ ba½gþ hi coincides with
hT^ð1Þba½gþ hi, which is the object that appears in the
Einstein-Langevin equation, when one keeps to linear
order in the inflaton perturbations, i.e., when only the first
two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (18) are considered.
The three equations corresponding to the spatial compo-
nents with equal indices of the Einstein-Langevin equation
are equivalent due to the symmetries of the Robertson-
Walker metric and those of the Gaussian state of the
inflaton perturbations being considered, which was chosen
to be compatible with those symmetries. On the other hand,
the equation for the spatial components with different
indices can be used in a similar way to that of the previous
subsection in order to show that the gauge-invariant func-
tions for the scalar metric perturbations ðxÞ and ðxÞ
coincide. In this case it is also necessary that the spatial
components of the stochastic source ijðxÞwith indices i 
j vanish identically. Indeed, since abðxÞ is a Gaussian
stochastic process with zero mean, ijðxÞ will vanish pro-
vided that hijðxÞcdðyÞi ¼ 0, which can be argued as
follows. The correlation function for ab is defined by
the noise kernel and, as we are keeping to linear order in
the inflaton perturbations, only the first contribution in
Eq. (20), hft^ij½g; t^cd½ggi’ ¼ hft^ij½g; t^cd½ggi, where
t^ab  T^ ab  hT^ abi, should be considered. Finally,
hft^ij½g; t^cd½ggi vanishes for i  j since T^ ij ¼ 0 in
that case, as follows from Eq. (31) with the inflaton per-
turbation promoted to a quantum operator. Hence, from
now on we will take ¼ . Equation (39) is then trivially
satisfied for i  j and for i ¼ j it reduces to (no summa-
tion should be understood over the repeated index i)

2
a2ðhT^ iii þ iiÞ ¼ ð2H 0 þH 2Þþ 3H0 þ00:
(40)
It is clear that Eqs. (37)–(39) are redundant since we have
three equations but only two variables to be determined:
the function  characterizing the metric perturbations of
scalar type and the expectation value of the quantum
operator for the inflaton perturbations on the spacetime
with the perturbed metric, h’^½gþ hi, which will also be
denoted in this case by h’^i. However, despite the appar-
ently excessive number of equations, the system is inte-
grable and solutions can be found. This fact is guaranteed
by the Bianchi identity provided that the source of the
Einstein-Langevin equation is conserved. This is indeed
the case: the averaged and stochastic sources are separately
conserved. On the one hand, the conservation of hT^ abi
is equivalent to the Klein-Gordon equation for the expec-
tation value h’^i, which is completely analogous to
Eq. (36):
h’^i00 þ 2H h’^i0 r2h’^i þm2a2h’^i  400
þ 2m2a2 ¼ 0: (41)
On the other hand, the conservation of the stochastic source
is a consequence of the conservation of the noise kernel,
which in turn relies on the fact that the quantum operator
for the inflaton perturbations ’^½g satisfies the Klein-
Gordon equation on the background spacetime ðrara 
m2Þ’^ðxÞ ¼ 0.
Taking all these considerations into account, the Klein-
Gordon equation (41) can be used to obtain the expectation
value h’^i in terms of . We can then easily write the
expectation value of the stress tensor linear perturbations
hT^ bai in terms of  and use any of the constraint
equations, Eq. (37) or (38), to express  entirely in terms
of the stochastic source ab; to be specific, in this subsec-
tion we will consider Eq. (38). The spatial derivatives can
be easily handled by working in Fourier space. Hence, in
the rest of this section we will work with Fourier-
transformed expressions in the spatial coordinates. A sub-
index k will denote the three-dimensional comoving mo-
mentum vector ~k that labels each Fourier mode in flat
space, i.e.,
kðÞ ¼
Z
d3xei ~k ~xð; ~xÞ: (42)
Thus, the Fourier-transformed version of Eq. (38) is
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ikið0k þHkÞ ¼

2
a2ðhðT^ i0Þki þ ði0ÞkÞ; (43)
where ki is the comoving momentum component associ-
ated with the comoving coordinate xi.
Since hT^ bai is linear in , Eq. (43) is a first-order
linear integro-differential equation with an inhomogeneous
term corresponding to the 0i component of the stochastic
source ba. Therefore, one can always write the solution to
Eq. (43) for   0 as
kðÞ ¼ ðhÞk ðÞ þðiÞk ðÞ
¼ ðhÞk ðÞ þ

2
Z 
0
d0GðkÞret ð;0Þa2ð0Þði0Þkð0Þ;
(44)
where ðhÞk is the solution to the homogeneous version of
Eq. (43) with some given initial conditions at an initial time
0,
ðiÞ
k is a solution of the inhomogeneous equation which
vanishes at 0, and G
ðkÞ
ret is the retarded propagator associ-
ated with Eq. (43). The correlation function for the scalar
metric perturbation regarded as a solution of the stochastic
differential equation (43) corresponds to
hkð1Þk0 ð2Þi ¼ hðhÞk ð1ÞðhÞk0 ð2Þi
þ hðhÞk ð1ÞðiÞk0 ð2Þi
þ hðiÞk ð1ÞðhÞk0 ð2Þi
þ hðiÞk ð1ÞðiÞk0 ð2Þi; (45)
where h. . .i denotes the average over all possible realiza-
tions of the stochastic source, as previously defined. From
now on we will concentrate solely on the last term, which
comes entirely from the solutions of the inhomogeneous
equation; see Appendix D for a discussion on the role of
the initial conditions and the contributions of the homoge-
neous solution to the correlation function. The correlation
function has then the following form:
hðiÞk ð1ÞðiÞk0 ð2Þi ¼


2

2 Z 1
0
d01
Z 2
0
d02a
2ð01Þa2ð02ÞGðkÞret ð1; 01Þhði0Þkð01Þði0Þk0 ð02ÞiGðk
0Þ
ret ð2; 02Þ
¼


2

2ðGðkÞret  ðN0i0iÞkk0  ðGðk
0Þ
ret ÞTÞð1; 2Þ; (46)
where we used the notation ATð;0Þ ¼ Að0; Þ and A 
B ¼ R10 dAðÞBðÞ, and the factors a2ð01Þ and a2ð02Þ
were simplified when lowering the spatial indices with the
background metric in the last equality. Note that the final
result in Eq. (46) does not involve the stochastic source,
which can be regarded just as an intermediate tool to obtain
the correlation function of the metric perturbations.
Since we are linearizing in the inflaton perturbations,
only the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (20) should
be considered. The expression for the Fourier-transformed
version of the noise kernel then becomes
ðNabcdÞkk0 ð;0Þ ¼ 12 hfðt^abÞkðÞ; ðt^cdÞk0 ð
0Þgi¼0;
(47)
where t^ab ¼ T^ ab  hT^ abi, as defined earlier, and
h. . .i¼0 is the expectation value for the product of quan-
tum operators t^ab with the field ’^ evolving on the back-
ground metric. We finally obtain the following expression
relating the correlation function for the metric perturba-
tions and the fluctuations of the stress tensor operator:
hðiÞk ð1ÞðiÞk0 ð2Þi ¼


2

2 1
2
½GðkÞret  hfðt^0iÞk; ðt^0iÞk0 gi¼0
 ðGðk0Þret ÞTð1; 2Þ: (48)
A detailed example of this kind of computation is given in
the next section, where the correlation function of scalar-
type metric perturbations will be computed for the particu-
lar case in which the background solutions for ðÞ and
aðÞ correspond to a period of slow-roll inflation.
We end this subsection by working out the explicit
expression for the 0i component of the expectation value
hT^ bai. From Eq. (31) we get
hðT^ i0ÞkðÞi ¼ ikia2ðÞ0ðÞh’^kðÞi; (49)
and everything reduces to compute the expectation value
h’^kðÞi. One way of obtaining it is by regardingk as an
external source of the Fourier-transformed version of the
linearized Klein-Gordon equation (41) and solving the
corresponding inhomogeneous equation perturbatively
so that h’^k½gþ hi ¼ h’^ð0Þk ½gi þ h’^ð1Þk ½gþ hi þOðh2Þ.
The expectation value h’^ð0Þk ½gi vanishes, and h’^ð1Þk ½gþ
hi is the solution of the inhomogeneous equation with
vanishing initial conditions, which is proportional to the
metric perturbation k and can be written as
h’^ð1Þk ðÞi ¼
Z 
0
d0 GðkÞret ð;0Þf40ð0Þ0kð0Þ
 2m2a2ð0Þð0Þkð0Þg; (50)
where GðkÞret is the Fourier-transformed version of the re-
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tarded propagator associated with the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion (41) with vanishing initial conditions at 0. One can
show that the retarded propagator GðkÞret for the Klein-
Gordon equation (41) with Fourier-transformed spatial
coordinates is given by
G ðkÞret ð;0Þ ¼ ia2ð0Þh½’^k½g;Þ; ’^k½g;0Þið 0Þ:
(51)
Substituting Eq. (51) into Eq. (50) and the result into
Eq. (49) one gets the following result for the expectation
value hðT^ i0Þki:
hðT^ i0ÞkðÞi ¼ ikia2ðÞ0ðÞ

Z 
0
d0ih½’^k½g;Þ; ’^k½g;0Þi
 a2ð0Þf40ð0Þ0kð0Þ
 2m2a2ð0Þð0Þkð0Þg: (52)
Note that this expression for the expectation value of the
stress tensor operator requires no renormalization because
we linearized with respect to the scalar field perturbations;
see Appendix C for further comments on this point.
Furthermore, in Appendix C we also show that the expec-
tation value obtained above is in agreement with the gen-
eral expression for the expectation value of the stress tensor
which follows from the approach to the Einstein-Langevin
formalism based on functional methods.
C. Equivalence with the usual quantization methods
In this subsection we will show that the result for the
correlation function of the metric perturbations obtained in
the previous subsection using the Einstein-Langevin equa-
tion and linearizing in the inflaton perturbations coincides
with the result which follows from the usual quantization
procedures in linear cosmological perturbation theory; see
for instance Refs. [6,75–77].
Let us promote the scalar-type metric perturbations 
and the inflaton perturbations ’ to quantum operators.
Equations (33)–(35) then become equations for the opera-
tors in the Heisenberg picture. In particular, we will con-
centrate on the temporal components of the Einstein
equation
3H ^0 þ 3H 2^r2^ ¼ 
2
a2T^
0
0j^; (53)
@ið^0 þH ^Þ ¼ 2 a
2T^
i
0j^; (54)
where the quantum operator for the inflaton perturbations
’^½gþ h, on which T^ abj^ depends, satisfies the linear-
ized Klein-Gordon equation
’^00 þ 2H ’^0 r2’^þm2a2’^ 40^0 þ 2m2a2^¼ 0:
(55)
The situation is completely analogous to that of the pre-
vious subsection except for the fact that the metric pertur-
bation ^ðxÞ is now a genuine quantum operator instead of a
stochastic c-number. Thus, taking the Fourier transform for
the spatial coordinates and proceeding in a similar fashion
to the previous subsection, the Klein-Gordon equation (55)
can be solved with the following result:
’^kðÞ ¼ ’^ð0Þk ðÞ þ
Z 
0
d0 GðkÞret ð;0Þf40ð0Þ^0kð0Þ
 2m2a2ð0Þð0Þ^kð0Þg; (56)
where ’^ð0Þk ðÞ is a solution of the Klein-Gordon equation
on the background spacetime which contains the entire
specification of the initial conditions at time 0 and G
ðkÞ
ret
is the retarded propagator with vanishing initial conditions
associated with the Fourier-transformed version of
Eq. (55), which coincides with that already obtained for
Eq. (41).
Taking into account Eq. (56), one could use any of the
constraint equations (53) or (54) to express the quantum
operator for the metric perturbation ^ entirely in terms of
the operator for the inflaton perturbations ’^ð0Þ½g [in addi-
tion to the scalar functions ðÞ and aðÞ characterizing
the background solution], which satisfies the Klein-Gordon
equation on the unperturbed geometry. However, before
proceeding further it is convenient to discuss some useful
expressions relating T^ ab and its expectation values on
both the background spacetime and the perturbed geome-
try. The stress tensor operator T^ abj^, which is linear in
both ’^½gþ h and ^, can actually be written as a linear
combination of terms proportional to ’^ð0Þ½g, the inflaton
perturbations on the background metric, and terms propor-
tional to ^. The latter correspond to terms coming either
from the explicit dependence of the stress tensor on the
metric, which gives a local contribution, or from the de-
pendence of ’^½gþ h on the metric perturbations accord-
ing to Eq. (56). In fact, since Eq. (56) is identical to
Eq. (50) when substituting the stochastic function kðÞ
by the operator ^kðÞ, it is clear that all the terms propor-
tional to ^ in T^ abj^ are identical to the terms propor-
tional to  in the operator T^ ab½gþ h considered in the
previous subsection. Furthermore, since h’^ð0Þ½gi ¼ 0,
those terms are identical to hT^ abi^, where hT^ abi^
should be understood as the result of replacing  with ^
in the expectation value hT^ abi of the previous subsec-
tion. Hence, we have
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T^ abj^  hT^ abi^ ¼ T^ abj^¼0
¼ T^ abj^¼0  hT^ abi^¼0; (57)
where we used in the last equality the fact that hT^ abi^¼0
actually vanishes. Equation (57) can be written as
T^ abj^ ¼ t^ab þ hT^ abi^; (58)
where t^ab ¼ T^ abj^¼0  hT^ abi^¼0. It should be re-
marked that taking the expectation value with respect to
some quantum state of the field ’ should be considered
with caution here since, due to the constraint equations
(53) and (54), the operators ’^ and ^ are not independent.
Thus, strictly speaking, hT^ abi^ should be regarded in
this context merely as a notation for those terms of T^ abj^
which are proportional to ^, in contrast to those propor-
tional to ’^ð0Þ½g.
Substituting Eq. (58) into any of the constraint equations
(53) or (54), one could easily obtain the metric perturbation
^ in terms of the operator t^ab constructed with operators
for the inflaton perturbations evolving on the background
metric. In order to compare in detail with the result of the
previous subsection, where the Einstein-Langevin equation
was used, we will explicitly consider the case in which the
constraint equation (54) is used. Having substituted
T^ abj^ by t^ab þ hT^ abi^ into the Fourier-transformed
version of Eq. (54), we have
ikið^0k þH ^kÞ  2 a
2hðT^ i0Þki^ ¼

2
a2ðt^i0Þk: (59)
Taking into account that hT^ i0i^ is linear in ^, one can
obtain the following expression for ^ in terms of t^i0 from
Eq. (59):
^ kðÞ ¼ ^ðhÞk ðÞ þ ^ðiÞk ðÞ; (60)
where ^ðhÞk is a solution of the homogeneous version of
Eq. (59) and
^
ðiÞ
k ðÞ ¼

2
Z 
0
d0a2ð0ÞGðkÞret ð;0Þðt^i0Þkð0Þ
¼ 
2
ðGðkÞret  ðt^0iÞkÞðÞ; (61)
where GðkÞret is the retarded Green function and the factor
a2ð0Þ canceled out when lowering the spatial index i with
the background metric. In fact, since the homogeneous part
of Eq. (59) has exactly the same form as that of Eq. (43),
the retarded Green function GðkÞret coincides with that of the
previous subsection. An analogous remark holds for the
solution of the homogeneous equation ^ðhÞk .
Using Eq. (61) and concentrating on the inhomogeneous
contribution (a discussion of the homogeneous solution
and its relationship to the initial conditions is given in
Appendix D), the symmetrized two-point quantum corre-
lation function for the metric perturbation operator ^ can
be written as
1
2
hf^ðiÞk ð1Þ; ^ðiÞk0 ð2Þgi ¼


2

2 1
2
½GðkÞret
 hfðt^0iÞk; ðt^0iÞk0 gi¼0
 ðGðk0Þret ÞTð1; 2Þ: (62)
Thus, we can see that the result for the symmetrized
quantum correlation function of the metric perturbations
coincides with the stochastic correlation function (48)
obtained in the previous subsection using the Einstein-
Langevin equation.
We end this section by making a few remarks concerning
the issue of the normalization of cosmological perturba-
tions. In principle, one could differentiate Eq. (54) with
respect to the conformal time (the spatial derivatives can be
easily eliminated by working in Fourier space) and com-
bine it with Eq. (53) to obtain a linear second-order differ-
ential equation for the metric perturbation operator ^.
However, when trying to quantize a theory beginning
with the equations of motion instead of an action, one
faces a normalization ambiguity which stems from the
fact that, although any pair of actions that differ in a
constant factor yield the same equations of motion (either
classical or for quantum operators in the Heisenberg pic-
ture), their corresponding quantum theories are not com-
pletely equivalent. In particular, the quantum correlation
functions for a given state (e.g. the fundamental state) do
not coincide. For a linear theory they actually differ by
some power of a constant factor which is precisely the
square root of the proportionality constant between the two
actions. This is the reason why in Ref. [76], when quantiz-
ing the theory for linear perturbations, the final action was
obtained from the original linearized action for a scalar
field evolving on a metric perturbed around a given back-
ground geometry together with the linearized Einstein-
Hilbert action for the perturbations of that metric. That
was done by using the constraint equations to reduce the
whole action to that for the only true dynamical degrees of
freedom. It was precisely in order to avoid the normaliza-
tion ambiguity explained above that such a procedure,
which turns out to be rather cumbersome, was used instead
of working directly with the equations of motion and
finding at the end an action which corresponds to the
equation of motion for the true dynamical degree of
freedom.
On the other hand, the method employed in this section
is not affected by such a normalization ambiguity because,
as can be seen from Eqs. (30) and (54), the constraint
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equation relates the operator for the metric perturbations to
the operator for the inflaton perturbations on the back-
ground metric. The normalization of the latter operator is
already determined by the usual procedure of quantization
starting from the action of a scalar field on a fixed space-
time geometry. Hence, the key point was to separate the
inflaton perturbation operator ’^ satisfying the Klein-
Gordon equation (55) into a contribution ’^ð0Þ½g which
can be regarded as the inflaton perturbation evolving on
the fixed background spacetime plus a contribution pro-
portional to the metric perturbation operator ^, and use
then the constraint equation to express ^ entirely in terms
of ’^ð0Þ½g. In contrast with the approach of Ref. [76], this
procedure does not give an explicit expression for the
reduced action or even the equation of motion for an
isolated true dynamical degree of freedom but it is rather
useful (and sufficient) in order to compare with the results
obtained in the previous subsection by means of the
Einstein-Langevin equation.
IV. PARTICULAR EXAMPLE: COMPUTATION OF
THE POWER SPECTRUM FOR LARGE SCALES IN
A SIMPLE INFLATIONARY MODEL
In this section we will apply the method developed in
Sec. III B to study the particular example of metric fluctu-
ations induced by the quantum fluctuations of the inflaton
field in the context of a simple model of chaotic inflation
corresponding to a free minimally-coupled massive scalar
field. In order to carry out explicit computations, we will
assume that the Robertson-Walker background geometry is
close to the de Sitter geometry. For models with exponen-
tial inflation, as the one being considered here, this ap-
proximation is reasonable during the inflationary period, in
which the so-called slow-roll parameters controlling the
deviations from de Sitter geometry are small, but not for
later times. One can, nevertheless, obtain useful results
from a cosmological point of view because those scales
which are of cosmological interest at present correspond to
scales which left the horizon during the inflationary period.
This can be understood as follows. On the one hand, the
evolution of gravitational perturbations outside the horizon
is fairly simple, as can be understood from causality argu-
ments [6,12,76], and rather independent of the particular
dynamics of the matter sources. On the other hand, the
evolution when the scale reenters the horizon later on
during the radiation and matter dominated eras has been
widely studied using the Newtonian approximation
[78,79].
We stress that the results obtained in this section, which
are based on the use of the Einstein-Langevin equation, are
not new. They are basically in agreement with most of the
literature based on the simultaneous quantization of gravi-
tational perturbations and inflaton perturbations when both
are treated linearly.3 Of course, this fact ultimately follows
from the equivalence between both approaches established
in Sec. III C (as well as in Appendix E). Thus, the purpose
of this section is to illustrate with a simple but relevant
example how the Einstein-Langevin equation can be useful
to obtain explicit results concerning cosmological
perturbations.
Let us start by recalling the expression for the 0i com-
ponent of the Einstein-Langevin equation which was ob-
tained in Sec. III B working in Fourier space for the spatial
components:
ikið0k þHkÞ ¼

2
a2ðhðT^ i0Þki þ ði0ÞkÞ: (63)
The expectation value of the linearized stress tensor opera-
tor is given by Eq. (52) and is nonlocal in the conformal
time. In general, this fact makes it difficult to find an
analytic expression for the solution of the Einstein-
Langevin equation.
One possible approach is to realize that there is a certain
linear combination of the different components of the
Einstein-Langevin equation for which all the contributions
from the nonlocal terms cancel out, as well as those from
the stochastic source (a detailed proof and discussion is
provided in Appendix E). In that case the equation that one
needs to solve, Eq. (E5), is a linear second-order ordinary
differential equation. In fact, this equation has the same
form as one often considered in standard treatments of
linearized cosmological perturbations (see Eq. (6.48) in
Ref. [76]), and one can take advantage of the existing
methods and approximation schemes for solving it.
Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes we will not follow
this approach in this section. We will directly consider
Eq. (63), neglect its nonlocal part, and concentrate on the
fluctuating part (neglecting the nonlocal term is not neces-
sary but it simplifies the problem considerably for a quick
calculation).4 Eq. (63) then becomes
3More specifically, we will obtain a Harrison-Zeldovich spec-
trum for the scalar metric perturbations with an amplitude which
has the right dependence on the parameters of the problem (the
Planck mass and the mass of the quadratic inflaton potential).
However, our simple calculation does not give the right result for
the spectral index: it gives a spectral index whose value is
exactly 1 (rather than slightly smaller than 1). In fact, one can
explicitly check that the three main approximations that will be
employed in this section (namely, neglecting the nonlocal terms,
considering a de Sitter background, and computing the quantum
correlation function for the inflaton field using the massless
approximation) all contribute to a comparable deviation from
the exact result for the spectral index, whereas the correct result
is obtained when none of the approximations are made. (All this
can be checked by proceeding analogously to the calculation in
Sec. 8.2.2 of Ref. [77].)
4One can see from our derivations in Sec. III that neglecting
the nonlocal term is equivalent to neglecting the terms propor-
tional to the metric in Eq. (41).
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2ikiðHk þ0kÞ ’
8
m2p
ð0iÞk; (64)
from which we can obtain the metric perturbation k in
terms of the stochastic source ð0iÞk. We need the retarded
propagator for the gravitational potential k, i.e., the re-
quired Green function to solve the inhomogeneous first-
order differential equation (64) with the appropriate
boundary conditions:
Gretk ð;0Þ ¼ 
i
2ki

ð 0Þ að
0Þ
aðÞ þ fð;
0Þ

; (65)
where fð;0Þ is a homogeneous solution related to
the chosen initial conditions. In particular, if we
take fð;0Þ ¼ ð0  0Það0Þ=aðÞ, we have
Gretk ð;0Þ ¼ 0 for   0, which gives the stochastic
evolution of the metric perturbations for > 0 due to
the effect of the stochastic source after 0. The correlation
function for the metric perturbations is then given by the
following expression:
hkðÞk0 ð0Þi ’

8
m2p

2 Z 
0
d1
Z 0
0
d2G
ret
k ð;1Þ
Gretk0 ð0; 2Þhk0ið1Þk00ið2Þi:
(66)
The correlation function for the stochastic source is, in
turn, connected with the stress tensor fluctuations:
hk0ið1Þk00ið2Þi ¼ 12 hft^
k
0ið1Þ; t^k00ið2Þgi’
¼ ð2Þ3ð ~kþ ~k0Þ
 1
2
kiki
0ð1Þ0ð2ÞGð1Þk ð1; 2Þ;
(67)
where the delta function follows from spatial translational
invariance and Gð1Þk ð1; 2Þ ¼ hf’^kð1Þ; ’^kð2Þgi is the
k-mode Hadamard function for a free minimally-coupled
scalar field which is in a state close to the Bunch-Davies
vacuum on an almost de Sitter background. The so-called
slow-roll parameters account for the fact that the back-
ground geometry is not exactly that of de Sitter spacetime,
for which aðÞ ¼ 1=H with 1<< 0.
It is also useful to compute the Hadamard function for a
massless field and consider a perturbative expansion in
terms of the dimensionless parameter m=mp, for which
observations seem to imply, as will be seen below, a value
of the order of 106. Thus, we will consider Gð1Þk ð1; 2Þ ¼
að1Það2ÞGð1Þk ð1; 2Þ ¼ h0jfy^kð1Þ; y^kð2Þgj0i such
that a^kj0i ¼ 0 with y^kðÞ ¼ aðÞ’^kðÞ ¼ a^kukðÞ þ
a^yku
	
kðÞ and ukðÞ ¼ ð2kÞ1=2eikð1 i=kÞ corre-
sponding to the positive frequency k-mode for a massless
minimally-coupled scalar field in the Bunch-Davies vac-
uum state on a de Sitter background [42].
The result to lowest order in the mass m of the inflaton
field and the slow-roll parameters is:
hkðÞk0 ð0Þi ’ 64
5
m4p
ð ~kþ ~k0Þ
Z 
0
d1
Z 0
0
d2
að1Þ
aðÞ
að2Þ
að0Þ
_ð1Þ _ð2Þ Gð1Þk ð1; 2Þ
¼ 645

m
mp

2
k3ð ~kþ ~k0Þ
Z k
k0
dðk1Þ
Z k0
k0
dðk2Þ kk1
k0
k2


1þ 1
k1k2

coskð1  2Þ 

1
k1
 1
k2

sinkð1  2Þ

¼ 645

m
mp

2
k3ð ~kþ ~k0Þ

coskð 0Þ  1
k0
ðk coskð 0Þ þ k0 coskð0  0ÞÞ þ kk
0
ðk0Þ2

;
(68)
where we used the lowest order approximation for _ðtÞ
during slow-roll: _ðtÞ ’ m2pðm=mpÞ; overdots denote
here derivatives with respect to the physical time t. We
considered the effect of the stochastic source after the
conformal time 0. Notice that the result (68) is rather
independent of the value of 0 provided that it is negative
enough, i.e., it corresponds to an early enough initial time.
This weak dependence on the initial conditions is fairly
common in this context and can be qualitatively under-
stood as follows: after a sufficient amount of time, the
accelerated expansion for the quasi-de Sitter spacetime
during inflation effectively erases any information about
the initial conditions, which is redshifted away. The actual
result will, therefore, be very close to that for 0 ¼ 1:
hkðÞk0 ð0Þi ’ 82

m
mp

2
k3ð2Þ3ð ~kþ ~k0Þ
 coskð 0Þ: (69)
One remark concerning the massless approximation for
the computation of the Hadamard function of the inflaton
perturbations is needed. It is clear from the equation for the
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scalar field modes that when one considers scales much
smaller than the Compton wavelength of the inflaton field,
i.e., k=aðÞ 
 m, the effect of the mass term can be
neglected. On the other hand, for scales larger than the
Compton wavelength one could object that the mass term
should no longer be negligible. However, it can be argued
that the mass term can also be neglected for large scales
provided that the Compton wavelength is much larger than
the horizon (the Hubble radius H1), i.e., H
 m. The
argument goes as follows. For a massless minimally-
coupled scalar field in de Sitter spacetime the modes
become effectively frozen after leaving the horizon:
k=aðÞ<H. On the other hand, for a massive scalar field,
the modes decay approximately like expðm2t=3HÞ out-
side the horizon but this decay will not be important if
m2=H2 is small enough. In particular, if 3H2=m2 * 60, the
decay factor exp½ðm2=3H2ÞHtwill not be too different
from one for those modes that left the horizon during the
last 60 e-folds of inflation (Ht ¼ 60 with t being the
time between horizon exit and the end of inflation), which
includes all the relevant cosmological scales since the scale
that left the horizon 60 e-folds before the end of inflation
corresponds to the size of the visible Universe at present;
any feature with a scale larger than the visible Universe
appears to us as observationally indistinguishable from a
homogeneous one. Hence, due to the special behavior of
the modes outside the horizon, even when considering
scales which became much larger than the Compton wave-
length before the end of inflation, k expðHtÞ<m, it is
reasonable to approximate a massive scalar field with a
massless one as long as H
 m, which happens to be the
case in most slow-roll inflationary models and, in particu-
lar, for the simple example considered in this section [5].
Let us consider the cosmological implications which can
be extracted from Eq. (69), especially those related to
large-scale gravitational fluctuations. These fluctuations
are believed to play a crucial role in the generation of the
large-scale structure and matter distribution observed in
our present Universe [79]. They are also closely connected
with the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) radiation, which decoupled from matter about 4
105 years after the big bang and provides us with very
valuable information about the early Universe [6,77,78].
From the analysis of our final result in Eq. (69) two main
well-known facts can be concluded. First, an almost
Harrison-Zeldovich scale-invariant spectrum is obtained
for large scales. Indeed, for scales clearly outside the
horizon at the times  and 0, i.e., k; k0  1, the
right-hand side of Eq. (69) becomes proportional to
k3ð ~kþ ~k0Þ with negligible extra dependence on k, ,
and 0. Second, since we get hkðÞk0 ð0Þi / ðm=mpÞ2
in agreement with the usual results [23,76,77], the small
value of the CMB anisotropies first detected by COBE
imposes a severe bound on the gravitational fluctuations,
characterized by hkðÞk0 ð0Þi, which implies the fol-
lowing restriction (fine-tuning) for the inflaton mass:
m=mp  106.
Some comments on the mechanisms considered in ear-
lier related work [80–83] which allowed a significant
relaxation on the fine-tuning of that kind of parameter
are in order here. In those studies either a self-interacting
scalar field or a scalar field interacting nonlinearly with
other fields were considered. The modes of the inflaton
field corresponding to scales of cosmological interest were
regarded as an open quantum system with the environment
constituted either by the short-wavelength modes in the
case of self-interaction or else by other fields interacting
with the inflaton field. Therefore, one can introduce a
stochastic description based on a Langevin equation, as
explained in Ref. [33], to study the dynamics of the inflaton
field modes. In fact, Langevin-type equations or related
stochastic tools were employed in the references cited
above. Furthermore, it was shown in Ref. [33] that the
validity of the results, such as the correlation functions,
obtained by those methods is independent of the existence
of enough decoherence to guarantee the presence of a
semiclassical regime for the system dynamics. However,
it was also shown that the two-point quantum correlation
function for the system had two separate contributions (see
Eq. (4.9) in Ref. [33]): one related to the dispersion of the
system’s initial state and another one which was propor-
tional to the noise kernel and accounted for the fluctuations
of the system induced by the interaction with the environ-
ment. For natural states in de Sitter spacetime such as the
Bunch-Davies vacuum (in fact, any reasonable state in
de Sitter space tends asymptotically to it [84]) the disper-
sion is proportional to H2. This contribution is actually
several orders of magnitude larger than that coming from
the term proportional to the noise kernel for the situations
considered in Refs. [80–83]. Thus, the two-point quantum
correlation function for the inflaton perturbations is domi-
nated by the contribution connected to the dispersion of the
initial state. This point has been confirmed by a detailed
analysis in Ref. [24]. Moreover, this contribution essen-
tially coincides for the cases of an interacting and a free
scalar field. The latter is the case being considered through-
out this paper and exhibits no noise term for the inflaton
dynamics because there is no environment for the inflaton
perturbations (this should not be confused with the noise
kernel for the fluctuations of the metric perturbations in-
duced by the quantum fluctuations of the inflaton). One
could try to choose the initial state, as argued in Ref. [83],
so that the contribution from the dispersion of the initial
conditions were smaller than the fluctuations induced on
the modes of the inflaton field, but that would require a
great amount of fine-tuning for the initial quantum state of
each mode, which would become highly unstable due to
the large dispersion in momentum implied by Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle [23] and quickly tend to the de Sitter
invariant Bunch-Davies vacuum; or even have no inflation
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at all due to the backreaction on the evolution of the
background geometry generated by such a highly excited
state.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied linearized metric pertur-
bations around a Robertson-Walker background interact-
ing with a quantum scalar field and we have shown that,
when linearizing the perturbations of the scalar field
around its background configuration, the Einstein-
Langevin equation yields a result for the correlation func-
tion of the metric perturbations equivalent to that obtained
in the usual approach based on the linearization and quan-
tization of both the metric perturbations and the perturba-
tions of the scalar field around its expectation value.
Although for the sake of concreteness we have mostly
concentrated on the case of a spatially-flat Robertson-
Walker metric and a minimally-coupled scalar field with
a quadratic potential, the main result can be generalized
rather straightforwardly to Robertson-Walker metrics with
nonflat homogeneous spatial sections, as well as to general
potentials for the scalar field and arbitrary coupling to the
spacetime curvature. Considering Robertson-Walker met-
rics with homogeneous spatial sections of positive or nega-
tive curvature would imply, respectively, the use of three-
dimensional spherical or hyperbolic harmonics rather than
simple Fourier transforms for the spatial coordinates, but
that would not substantially change the procedures and the
main conclusions since the basic properties of Fourier
transforms employed in the text have analogous counter-
parts for these harmonics [85–87]. On the other hand, the
use of a general potential should not imply major differ-
ences since after all we would linearize with respect to
the scalar field perturbations around the background
configuration.
In addition, we also provided in Sec. IV a particular
example illustrating how the Einstein-Langevin equation
can be used in practice to compute the correlation function
at large scales for scalar metric perturbations in cosmo-
logical inflationary models. In doing so we made use of
slightly oversimplified approximations, namely, use of a
de Sitter background geometry, calculation of the
Hadamard function for a massless scalar field and neglect-
ing a nonlocal term, because the result has already been
computed in a number of references, see for instance
Refs. [5,6,75–77], and our primary concern was simply
to show how the Einstein-Langevin equation can be used to
obtain an explicit result for cosmological perturbations.
Throughout the article we have concentrated on scalar-
type metric perturbations. The reason for this is that, when
linearizing with respect to both the metric perturbations
and the scalar field perturbations, the vectorial and tenso-
rial metric perturbations decouple from the matter scalar
field. In this case the metric perturbations do not constitute
a true open system since the dynamics of the scalar and
vectorial perturbations is completely constrained by the
temporal components of the Einstein equation; in fact,
the vectorial ones actually turn out to vanish and the scalar
ones cannot be regarded as a degree of freedom indepen-
dent of the scalar field perturbations. Moreover, the only
true dynamical degrees of freedom, the two tensorial ones,
do not couple to the matter field. On the other hand, an even
more interesting situation corresponds to the case in which
the scalar field is treated exactly, at least for quadratic
potentials. Then the scalar field also couples to the metric
perturbations of vectorial and tensorial type and the metric
perturbations become a true open system with the scalar
field corresponding to the environment.
The main features that would characterize an exact
treatment of the scalar field perturbations interacting with
the metric perturbations around a Robertson-Walker back-
ground as compared to the case addressed in this paper are
the following. First, the three types of metric perturbations
couple to the perturbations of the scalar field, as already
mentioned above. Second, although the Fourier modes
(with respect to the spatial coordinates) for the metric
perturbations will still decouple in the Einstein-Langevin
equation, any given mode of the noise and dissipation
kernels will get contributions from an infinite number of
Fourier modes of the scalar field perturbations (see
Ref. [88] for an explicit calculation of the noise kernel
for a massless and minimally-coupled scalar field in
de Sitter). This fact will imply, in addition, the need to
properly renormalize the ultraviolet divergences arising in
the dissipation kernel, which actually correspond to the
divergences associated with the expectation value of the
stress tensor operator of the quantum matter field evolving
on the perturbed geometry.
The importance of considering corrections due to one-
loop contributions from scalar field perturbations, beyond
the tree level of the linear cosmological perturbation the-
ory, has recently been emphasized [29,30]. In the context
of stochastic gravity this means treating the scalar field
perturbations exactly in the Einstein-Langevin equation.
Furthermore, in Ref. [33] it was explained how a stochastic
description based on a Langevin-type equation could be
introduced to gain information on fully quantum properties
of simple linear open systems. In a forthcoming paper [36]
it will be shown that, by carefully dealing with the gauge
freedom and the consequent dynamical constraints, the
previous result can be extended to the case of N free
quantum matter fields weakly interacting with the metric
perturbations around a given background (here weakly
interacting means that the gravitational coupling constant
times the number of fields remains constant in the limit of
large N). In particular, the correlation functions for the
metric perturbations obtained using the Einstein-Langevin
equation are equivalent to the leading order contribution in
the large N limit to the correlation functions that would
follow from a purely quantum field theory calculation. This
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will generalize the results already obtained on a
Minkowski background [37,38]. These results have impor-
tant implications on the use of the Einstein-Langevin equa-
tion to address situations in which the background
configuration for the scalar field vanishes, so that lineari-
zation around such a configuration is no longer possible.
This includes not only the case of aMinkowski background
spacetime, but also the remarkably interesting case of
inflationary models driven by the vacuum polarization of
a large number of conformal fields with vanishing expec-
tation value [32,89,90], where the usual approaches based
on the linearization of both the metric perturbations and the
scalar field perturbations and their subsequent quantization
can no longer be applied.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITION AND BASIC
PROPERTIES OF GAUSSIAN STATES
In this appendix we summarize the definition and basic
properties of Gaussian pure states. In contrast to the rest of
the paper,  will be used throughout this appendix to
denote either the state of a field or its wave functional in
the Schro¨dinger picture rather than a gauge-invariant vari-
able for scalar-type metric perturbations.
A pure state is called Gaussian if its wave functional in
the Schro¨dinger picture is a Gaussian functional:
½ð ~xÞ / exp


Z
d3xd3x0ð ~xÞAð ~x; ~x0Þð ~x0Þ
þ
Z
d3xBð ~xÞð ~xÞ

; (A1)
with a suitable normalization constant. The fundamental
property of Gaussian states is the fact that the cumulants of
order higher than two associated with the quantum expec-
tation values of products of the field operator ^ vanish, i.e.,
1
in

jð ~x1Þ . . .

jð ~xnÞ lnhexp
i
R
d3xjð ~xÞ^ð ~xÞi
j¼0¼ 0; (A2)
for n  3 and where we introduced the notation hO^i 
hjO^ji. This implies that the connected part of any
quantum correlation function hj^ð ~xnÞ . . . ^ð ~x1Þji with
n  3 vanishes or, equivalently, that any quantum
correlation function hj^ð ~xnÞ . . . ^ð ~x1Þji can be written
as a linear combination of products involving the expecta-
tion values hj^ð ~xiÞji and two-point functions
hj^ð ~xjÞ^ð ~xkÞji. Furthermore, if the Hamiltonian of
the field under consideration is quadratic, this property
can be generalized for different times to quantum correla-
tion functions in the Heisenberg picture of the form
Hhj^ðtn; ~xnÞ . . . ^ðt1; ~x1ÞjiH, which follows from
Wick’s theorem [91].
Finally, given a field operator ^ and a Gaussian state ji
with nonvanishing expectation value h^i, it is always
possible to introduce a new field ’^ ¼ ^ h^i so that
the wave functional ~½’ for the state ji in the basis
associated with the field ’^ becomes a Gaussian functional
with vanishing expectation value and independent of the
expectation value h^i. This can be immediately seen by
rewriting the expression for the wave functional in
Eq. (A1) as
½ð ~xÞ / exp


Z
d3xd3x0ðð ~xÞ
 h^ð ~xÞiÞAð ~x; ~x0Þðð ~x0Þ  h^ð ~xÞiÞ

; (A3)
and then changing to the basis associated with the field ’^:
~½’ð ~xÞ / exp


Z
d3xd3x0’ð ~xÞAð ~x; ~x0Þ’ð ~x0Þ

: (A4)
It is precisely in this sense that the state for the inflaton
field perturbations ’^ introduced in Sec. II B follows im-
mediately from the state of the inflaton field ^.
It should be emphasized that any of the vacuum states
commonly considered for free fields in curved spacetimes
are Gaussian states. Furthermore, as stated in Sec. II B, in
this paper we concentrate on states which are invariant
under the symmetries of the Robertson-Walker metric. In
particular, for the case of Robertson-Walker metrics with
flat spatial sections this implies h^iðt; ~xÞ ¼ h^iðtÞ and
Að ~x; ~x0Þ ¼ Aðj ~x ~x0jÞ.
APPENDIX B: CONVENTIONS AND NOTATION
FOR THE LINEARIZED STRESS TENSOR
Here we explain the notation concerning the linearized
stress tensor employed in this article and clarify some
related subtle points.
Let us begin with the objects which appear in the
Einstein-Langevin equation (7). The tensors Gð1Þab and T
ð1Þ
ab
correspond to the terms proportional to the metric pertur-
bations in the perturbed version of the background (un-
perturbed) objects Gð0Þab and T
ð0Þ
ab . The indices of G
ð1Þ
ab can be
raised using the background metric [from now on every-
thing that will be said for Gð1Þab applies exactly in the same
way to Tð1Þab ]. On the other hand, one could perturb the
background object Gð0Þab with the indices already raised,
and reach a different result forGð1Þab: it would differ by the
terms Gð0Þcdhac þGð0Þachbc . Our notation (and those com-
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monly employed) is ambiguous in the sense that it does not
distinguish between both possibilities. In order to remove
such an ambiguity it is necessary (and sufficient) to specify
a priori which objects are going to be perturbed. In par-
ticular, in Sec. II it is Gð0Þab and T
ð0Þ
ab that are perturbed (of
course, one can then freely use the background metric to
raise and lower indices), whereas it is Gð0Þba and Tð0Þba that
will be perturbed in Secs. III and IV, and finally Gð0Þab and
Tð0Þab in Appendix D. Fortunately, this will not change the
form of the Einstein-Langevin equation since the terms
corresponding to the difference between both choices for
the Einstein tensor and the stress tensor cancel out because
their background counterparts satisfy the Einstein equation
Gð0Þab ¼ Tð0Þab . Hence, if one deals with equations involving
tensorial objects rather than with isolated objects, every-
thing is independent of the particular choice provided that
the same choice is made for all the objects in the equation.
The previous ambiguity does not affect the stochastic
source of the Einstein-Langevin equation, which is com-
pletely defined on the background spacetime (the noise
kernel is evaluated on the background geometry).
Furthermore, the argument given in Sec. III to show that
 ¼  is not affected by such an ambiguity either. The
reason is that the ambiguous extra terms for T ij with
i  j vanish because both hT^ð0Þiren (orT ) and the scalar
metric perturbations in the longitudinal gauge are diagonal.
Similarly, each one of the terms appearing in the 0i com-
ponent of the Einstein-Langevin and the quantum version
of the linearized Einstein equations considered in detail in
Secs. III B and III C, respectively, do not suffer from the
ambiguity either.
The tensors Gð1Þab and T
ð1Þ
ab , which are discussed above,
result from linearizing just the metric perturbations. On the
other hand, in the usual treatment of cosmological pertur-
bations in inflationary models not only the metric pertur-
bations but also the inflaton perturbations are
simultaneously linearized. Therefore, we introduced the
notation T ab for the contribution to the expectation value
of the background stress tensor hT^ð0Þabiren which is quadratic
in the background solution ðÞ and independent of the
inflaton perturbations, i.e., the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (12):T ab ¼ hT^ð0Þabi. As we already explained
in Sec. II B, the expectation value hT^ð0Þabiren has also a
contribution which is quadratic in the inflaton perturba-
tions but it is neglected when linearizing in those. We also
introduced the notation T^ ab for the perturbed stress
tensor operator obtained when linearizing with respect to
both the metric perturbations and the inflaton perturba-
tions. Its expectation value hT^ ab½gþ hi is, thus, equiva-
lent to linearizing also with respect to the inflaton
perturbations the expectation value hT^ð1Þab½gþ hiren.
Similarly, the operator T^ ab½gþ h corresponds to lin-
earizing in the inflaton perturbations the expression T^ð0Þab 
hT^ð0Þabi þ T^ð1Þab . This expression, which appears (after raising
one index) in Eq. (26), might seem a bit awkward at that
point, but this is just because the notation generally em-
ployed for the Einstein-Langevin equation, where one
linearizes only with respect to the metric perturbations, is
no longer the most natural when one also linearizes with
respect to the inflaton perturbations. The expression is
appropriate either when quantizing both the metric pertur-
bations and the scalar field perturbations or when consid-
ering a stochastic version of it, namely, the Einstein-
Langevin equation. In the latter case one takes the expec-
tation value of T^ð1Þab plus a stochastic source that accounts
for the quantum fluctuations of the operator t^ab ¼ T^ð0Þab 
hT^ð0Þabi, whose expectation value vanishes. Finally, the no-
tation t^ab is used for the result of linearizing the operator
t^ab with respect to the inflaton perturbations, which coin-
cides with T^ ab evaluated on the unperturbed metric.
APPENDIX C: FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO THE
EINSTEIN-LANGEVIN EQUATION AND
ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF EQ. (52)
The Einstein-Langevin equation for metric perturbations
around a given background and interacting with quantum
matter fields has been formally derived using functional
methods [54,56–60,62]. This was achieved by regarding
the metric perturbations as an open quantum system with
the environment corresponding to the quantum matter
fields, and using the influence functional formalism for
open quantum systems introduced by Feynman and
Vernon [34,35]. In this appendix we briefly review some
basic aspects of the functional approach to the Einstein-
Langevin equation and explain how an alternative deriva-
tion of Eq. (52) for the expectation value of the linearized
stress tensor operator evaluated on the perturbed metric can
be obtained.
When considering derivations of the Einstein-Langevin
equation using functional methods, one begins by comput-
ing the influence functional for the metric perturbations by
integrating out the quantum matter fields (we will only
consider free fields) as follows:
eiSIF½h;h0 ¼
Z
d’fd’id’
0
i
Z ’ðtf Þ¼’f
’ðtiÞ¼’i
D’

Z ’0ðtf Þ¼’f
’0ðtiÞ¼’0i
D’0eiS½’;gþhiS½’0;gþh0
 ½’i; ’0i; tiÞ; (C1)
where ½’i; ’0i; tiÞ is the density matrix for the initial state
of the matter field ’, which is assumed to be initially
uncorrelated with the metric perturbations (moreover,
asymptotic initial conditions with ti ! 1 are usually
considered) and S½’; gþ h is the action for the matter
field evolving on a spacetime with metric gab þ hab.
Furthermore, only terms up to quadratic order in the metric
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perturbations hab around the fixed background metric gab will be considered. In that case the action for the matter field can
be written as
S½’; gþ h ¼ 1
2
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðxÞ
q
habðxÞTab½’; gab; xÞ þ 14
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðxÞ
q Z
d4y
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðyÞ
q
habðxÞhcdðyÞ
 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðxÞp ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðyÞp
ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðxÞp Tab½’; gab; xÞÞ
gcdðyÞ þOðh
3
abÞ; (C2)
where Tab½’; g0ab; xÞ ¼ 2ðgðxÞÞ1=2S½’; g=gabðxÞ
corresponds to the stress tensor for the matter field, whose
functional derivative ðgðyÞÞ1=2Tab½’; gab; xÞ=gcdðyÞ
is a local object, i.e., proportional to the covariant delta
function ðgðyÞÞ1=2ð4Þðx yÞ. The influence action to
quadratic order in the metric perturbations, which can be
obtained by integrating out the matter field ’ as explained
in Refs. [54,62], exhibits a structure analogous to that of a
linear open quantum system:
SIF½; ¼ Z þ  ðH þ KÞ  þ i8  N ;
(C3)
where A  B denotes R d4x ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðxÞp AabðxÞBabðxÞ and we
introduced the average and difference variables ab ¼
ðhab þ h0abÞ=2 and ab ¼ h0ab  hab. The expressions for
the kernels are the following:
ZabðxÞ ¼  1
2
hT^ab½’^; gab; xÞi; (C4)
Habcdðx; yÞ ¼ 1
4
ImhT	T^ab½’^; g; xÞT^cd½’^; g; yÞi
 i
8
h½T^ab½’^; g; xÞ; T^cd½’^; g; yÞi; (C5)
Kabcdðx; yÞ ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðxÞp ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðyÞp
 ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðxÞp hT^ab½’^; gab; xÞiÞ
gcdðyÞ ; (C6)
Nabcdðx; yÞ ¼ 1
2
hft^ab½’^; g; xÞ; t^cd½’^; g; yÞgi; (C7)
where the functional derivative in Eq. (C6) should be
understood to account only for the explicit dependence
on the metric, whereas the implicit dependence through
the field operator ’^½g is not included. The notation T	
appearing in Eq. (C5) means that the matter field operators
must be temporally ordered before applying any
derivatives acting on them. Thus, we have, for instance,
hT	rxa’^ðxÞryb’^ðyÞi ¼ rxarybhT’^ðxÞ’^ðyÞi. Note that
although the background geometry is nontrivial in general,
the notion of temporal ordering is well-defined because we
are restricting the possible background geometries to glob-
ally hyperbolic spacetimes, which are time orientable;
moreover, the microcausality condition of the quantum
field theory for the matter fields under consideration guar-
antees that h½O^1ðxÞ; O^2ðyÞi ¼ 0 if O^1ðxÞ and O^2ðyÞ are
local operators and x and y are spacelike separated points.
It should also be noted that the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (C5) is symmetric under interchange of x and y,
whereas the second one is completely antisymmetric. On
the other hand, the term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C6)
is local and symmetric under interchange of x and y.
The noise kernel Nabcdðx; yÞ requires no renormaliza-
tion, as explained in Sec. II A, whereas the kernels ZabðxÞ,
Habcdðx; yÞ and Kabcdðx; yÞ contain divergences [some
regularization procedure is implicitly understood in
Eqs. (C4)–(C7)] that can be canceled out by adding suit-
able counterterms, quadratic in the curvature, to the bare
gravitational action. These are precisely the same counter-
terms which are introduced in semiclassical gravity so that,
when functionally differentiating with respect to the met-
ric, they cancel the divergences from the expectation value
of the stress tensor. This fact should not be surprising at all
since the kernel ZabðxÞ corresponds to the expectation
value of the stress tensor operator on the background
metric and the kernels Habcdðx; yÞ and Kabcdðx; yÞ are
closely related to the expectation value of the stress tensor
operator on the perturbed metric, as follows straightfor-
wardly from the following relation, valid through linear
order in hab:
hT^ab½gþ h; xÞi ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðgþ hÞðxÞp
SIF½h; h0
habðxÞ
h0¼h
¼ 2ZabðxÞ  2ðH  hÞabðxÞ
 2ðM  hÞabðxÞ; (C8)
where we introduced the kernel Mabcdðx; yÞ defined as
follows:
Mabcdðx; yÞ  1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðyÞp
ðhT^ab½’^; gab; xÞiÞ
gcdðyÞ ; (C9)
which results from adding to the kernel Kabcdðx; yÞ the
term ðgðxÞÞ1=2ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgðxÞp =gcdðyÞÞZab coming from
the contribution to the factor 2½ðgþ hÞðxÞ1=2 that is
linear in hab. When the counterterms introduced in the bare
gravitational action are included in the influence action, so
that the divergences cancel out and the bare kernels
Habcdðx; yÞ and Mabcdðx; yÞ get renormalized, Eq. (C8)
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becomes
hT^ab½gþ h; xÞiren ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðgþ hÞðxÞp
SðrenÞIF ½h; h0
habðxÞ
h0¼h
¼ hT^ab½g; xÞiren  2ðHren  hÞabðxÞ
 2ðMren  hÞabðxÞ; (C10)
which can be rewritten as
hT^ð1Þab½gþh;xÞiren¼2ðHren hÞabðxÞ 2ðMren hÞabðxÞ;
(C11)
where, as mentioned above, the functional derivative ap-
pearing in the kernel Mabcdðx; yÞ should be understood to
account only for the explicit dependence of the stress
tensor on the metric, whereas the implicit dependence
through the field operator ’^½g is entirely contained in
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C11).
Taking into account the previous results, the Einstein-
Langevin equation can then be obtained from the closed-
time-path (CTP) effective action for the metric perturba-
tions by using a formal trick described below. Such a CTP
effective action for the metric perturbations has the follow-
ing form at tree level (note, however, that the matter fields,
which have already been integrated out, were treated be-
yond the tree level):
ð0ÞCTP½h; h0 ¼ Sg½h  Sg½h0 þ SðrenÞIF ½h; h0 þOðh3abÞ;
(C12)
where Sg½h is the Einstein-Hilbert action
R
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp R
through quadratic order in the metric perturbations, and
the finite parts of the local counterterms have been in-
cluded in SðrenÞIF . On the other hand, using the following
mathematical identity for the imaginary part of the influ-
ence action:
eImSIF ¼ eð1=8ÞN
¼ detð2NÞð1=2Þ
Z
Deð1=2ÞN1eði=2Þ;
(C13)
and interpreting ab as a stochastic source with
vanishing expectation value and correlation function
habðxÞcdðyÞi ¼ Nabcdðx; yÞ, one can define a stochastic
effective action,
stoch½; ¼ Sg½h  Sg½h0 þ   ðHren þMrenÞ 
 1
2
 ; (C14)
such that hexpðistochÞi ¼ expðið0ÞCTPÞ. The Einstein-
Langevin equation can be immediately obtained by func-
tionally differentiating with respect to the metric perturba-
tion hab and letting h
0
ab ¼ hab afterwards:
0 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðgþ hÞðxÞp
stoch
habðxÞ
h0¼h
¼  1
2
Gð1Þab½gþ h; xÞ  ðHren  hÞabðxÞ
 ðMren  hÞabðxÞ þ 12
abðxÞ: (C15)
It is worth discussing the issue of causality in Eq. (C15),
which basically amounts to considering the second term on
the right-hand side of the equation since the remaining
terms are local. The right-hand side of Eq. (C5) can be
formally rewritten as
 i
4
h½t^ab½’^; g; xÞ; t^cd½’^; g; yÞi	ðx  yÞ; (C16)
where x and y can be any pair of well-behaved time
coordinates for the points x and y, and the star index in the
theta function was used to indicate that the derivative
operators acting on the scalar field which appear in the
stress tensor operator should also act on the theta function.
Thus, all the terms in expression (C16) are either propor-
tional to ðx  yÞ, ðx  yÞ, or 0ðx  yÞ and,
being proportional to a commutator, expression (C16)
vanishes for spacelike separated points because of the
microcausality condition of the quantum field theory for
the matter fields. Furthermore, since both the divergences
and the counterterms are local (proportional to delta func-
tions or derivatives of them), the contribution to Eq. (C15)
from the term ðHren  hÞabðxÞ is causal, i.e., it only depends
on the metric perturbations hcdðyÞ at any point within the
past lightcone of x.
Finally, taking into account Eq. (C11), Eq. (C15) be-
comes
Gð1Þab½gþ h ¼ hT^ð1Þab½gþ hiren þ ab; (C17)
where the indices have been lowered using the background
metric. It should be noted that, in contrast to Sec. II A, the
tensors appearing in Eq. (C17) correspond to perturb the
background tensors with both indices already raised.
However, as pointed out in Appendix B, the resulting
equations in both cases are equivalent because the unper-
turbed tensors satisfy the semiclassical Einstein equation.
Therefore, Eq. (C17) is in complete agreement with
Eq. (7), keeping in mind that the finite contributions of
the counterterms, corresponding to Aab and Bab in Eq. (4),
have been reabsorbed in the renormalized expectation
value of the stress tensor operator.
After this brief review of the functional approach to the
Einstein-Langevin equation, let us now see how Eq. (C11)
gives a result for hT^ i0i which is equivalent to that
obtained in Sec. III B. To begin with, it should be pointed
out that the ambiguity mentioned in Appendix B does not
affect the 0i component of hT^ bai since both the back-
ground stress tensor and the scalar metric perturbations in
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the longitudinal gauge are diagonal. Furthermore, it can be
seen that for a diagonal perturbed metric the 0i component
of the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C11)
vanishes. Thus, we can concentrate on the first term.
Fourier transforming the spatial coordinates as done in
Sec. III, the expectation value for the 0i component of the
perturbed stress tensor becomes
hðT^ð1Þ0i Þk½gþ hiðÞ ¼ 2
Z ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gð0Þ
q
d0H0icdð;0; ~kÞ
 hcdk ð0Þ; (C18)
where the kernelHabcdð;0; ~kÞ corresponds to the Fourier
transform of the two terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (C5). Using the equivalent expression in Eq. (C16),
the kernel Habcdð;0; ~kÞ is given by the following
expression, which already takes into account that the
Fourier transform of the expectation value
h½t^ab½g;; ~xÞ; t^cd½g;0; ~x0Þi is proportional to a Dirac delta
function due to the existing translation invariance in the
spatial coordinates:
Habcdð;0; ~kÞð2Þ3ð ~kþ ~k0Þ
¼  i
4
h½ðt^abÞk½g;Þ; ðt^cdÞk0 ½g;0Þi	ð 0Þ; (C19)
where the star in the theta function had been introduced
earlier to indicate that the derivatives appearing in t^ab and
t^cd should also act on the theta function. Performing a
similar decomposition to that introduced for the noise
kernel in Eq. (20), we obtain two nonvanishing contribu-
tions to the expectation value h½t^ab½x; xÞ; t^cd½g; x0Þi½g:
h½t^ab½g; xÞ; t^cd½g; x0Þi ¼ h½t^ab½g; xÞ; t^cd½g; x0Þi’
þ h½t^ab½g; xÞ; t^cd½g; x0Þi’’;
(C20)
where the first contribution is quadratic in the quantum
operator ’^½g for the inflaton perturbations evolving on the
unperturbed geometry, whereas the second contribution is
quartic in ’^½g. As already pointed out for the separation of
the noise kernel, the fact that the conservation of the stress
tensor, which is the source of the Einstein equation, is
necessary to guarantee its integrability implies that both
contributions to the expectation value must be separately
conserved if we want to discard one of them keeping the
consistency of the Einstein equation at the order that we are
working, which is linear in the metric perturbations. This is
indeed the case, as follows from the fact that both the
background homogeneous solution ðÞ and the operator
’^½g satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation on the background
spacetime.
If we keep only the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (C20), i.e., if we take Habcdðx; x0Þ ¼
h½t^ab½g; xÞ; t^cd½g; x0Þi	ðx  0xÞ, which corresponds
to considering the contributions to t^ab½g that are linear
in the inflaton perturbations and is consistent with the
linearization of the inflaton perturbations that was consid-
ered in Secs. III and IV, we obtain
hðT^ 0iÞkðÞi ¼ i0ðÞðikiÞ
Z 
0
d0a2ð0Þkð0Þ
 f40ð0Þh½’^kðÞ; ’^0kð0Þi
 2m2a2ð0Þð0Þ
 h½’^kðÞ; ’^kð0Þig	ð;0Þ;
(C21)
where we used the explicit expressions for the components
H0i00 and H0ijj, and the field ’^ corresponds to ’^½g here
and throughout this appendix. In this case, there is actually
no need for the 	 prescription in 	ð;0Þ, which implies
that the derivative acting on ’^ð0Þ should also act on the
theta function, since it yields a term proportional to
½^kðÞ; ^kðÞð 0Þ, which vanishes. Integrating
by parts the first term in the integrand and using the
Klein-Gordon equation for the background solution
ðÞ, given by Eq. (17), we finally get
hðT^ i0ÞkðÞi ¼ ia2ðÞ0ðÞðikiÞ
Z 
0
d0a2ð0Þ
 f4½’^kðÞ; ’^kð0Þ0ð0Þ0kð0Þ
 2½’^kðÞ; ’^kð0Þ
m2a2ð0Þð0Þkð0Þg; (C22)
where the factor a2ðÞ comes from raising the index i
with the background metric and we have substituted the
expectation value for the commutator of the field operators
simply by the commutator since for a linear theory they are
c-numbers, whose expectation value is independent of the
state. This result for the expectation value of the stress
tensor coincides with Eq. (52), found in Sec. III B. It should
be noted that the contribution from the boundary term at
0 ¼  which results from the integration by parts van-
ishes because ½’^kðÞ; ’^kðÞ ¼ 0. On the other hand,
there is a nonvanishing contribution from the boundary
term at 0 ¼ 0:
 4ki0ðÞ0ð0Þ

að0Þ
aðÞ

2½’^kðÞ; ’^kð0Þkð0Þ:
(C23)
It might seem that the existence of this term would imply a
conflict between the result for the expectation value of the
linearized stress tensor operator obtained in Sec. III B us-
ing the equations of motion for the quantum operators in
the Heisenberg picture and the result based on the influence
functional formalism derived in this appendix. However,
this is not the case. The reason for the apparent discrepancy
is the following. When computing the expectation value of
the stress tensor operator, there are terms proportional to
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h’^½g;Þi, where the operator ’^½g;Þ, which satisfies the
Klein-Gordon equation, can be written as a linear combi-
nation of a term proportional to ’^½g;0Þ and a term
proportional to ’^0½g;0Þ. In particular, in Sec. III we chose
a state for which both h’^½g;0Þi and h’^0½g;0Þi vanished.
On the other hand, in the approach based on the influence
functional formalism the operators which naturally deter-
mine ’^½g;Þ in terms of the initial state are ’^½g;0Þ and
its conjugate momentum ^½g;0Þ. Since the coupling
between the metric perturbations and the inflaton pertur-
bations involves terms proportional to the time derivative
of the inflaton perturbations, ^½g;0Þ will differ from
’^0½g;0Þ by a term proportional to the metric perturbations
at the initial time. This is precisely the origin of the term in
expression (C23). Thus, the apparent discrepancy is just a
consequence of the fact that in the influence functional
approach it has been implicitly assumed that the initial
state has vanishing h^½g;0Þi rather than vanishing
h’^0½g;0Þi.
It is important to stress that the expression in Eq. (C22)
for the expectation value of the stress tensor operator needs
no renormalization. This fact can be easily understood
because we are dealing with the linearized theory.
Therefore, the terms involved in the computation of the
expectation value of the stress tensor operator are propor-
tional to h’^½gþ h; xi, whereas the divergences that arise
in an exact treatment (without linearizing with respect to
the scalar field) are a consequence of taking the coinci-
dence limit x0 ! x in terms involving products of the field
operator, i.e., proportional to h’^½gþ h; x’^½gþ h; x0i.
Alternatively, when considering Eq. (C8) together with
Eq. (C16), the need for renormalization can be understood
as follows. The expectation value of the commutator is
finite as long as one restricts to x  x0 but it diverges when
one considers the coincidence limit. Nevertheless, it is still
meaningful as a distribution. In this context, the divergen-
ces arise because the product of distributions in Eq. (C16)
is ill-defined in general although each factor is well-
defined as a distribution; see Ref. [92] for a detailed dis-
cussion on this point. In fact, the terms in Eq. (C16) involve
terms proportional to the imaginary part of the product of
two Feynman propagators GFðx; x0ÞGFðx; x0Þ [55,59,93].
Working in Fourier space for the spatial variables, this
product becomes
R
d3qGFð;0; ~k ~qÞGFð;0; ~qÞ,
which exhibits an ultraviolet divergence when performing
the integral
R
d3q over all possible momenta. On the other
hand, when linearizing with respect to the scalar field, the
Fourier-transformed version of the terms in Eq. (C16) is
simply proportional to GFð;0; ~kÞ, with no integral over
momenta and, hence, no ultraviolet divergence.
APPENDIX D: INITIAL CONDITIONS
In this appendix wewill explain why, strictly speaking, a
homogeneous solution ðhÞk ðÞ with some particular initial
conditions must be added to the purely inhomogeneous
solutionðiÞk ðÞ when solving the Einstein-Langevin equa-
tion as done in Secs. III and IV. The situation is completely
analogous when solving the quantum version of the line-
arized Einstein equation as in Sec. III C.
It is well-known that the Bianchi identity guarantees the
integrability of the Einstein equation provided that the
stress tensor of the matter sources is covariantly conserved.
Let us, however, discuss this point in some more detail.
The ten components of the Einstein equation for a globally
hyperbolic spacetime, which can be foliated with a set of
Cauchy hypersurfaces, can be formulated as an initial
value problem with time corresponding to some continu-
ous variable labeling the Cauchy hypersurfaces. In particu-
lar for the cosmological problem that we are considering
we can choose the homogeneous spatial sections labeled
by the conformal time  as the set of Cauchy hypersurfa-
ces. The four temporal components of the Einstein equa-
tion can then be regarded as a set of dynamical constraints
at any given instant of time. Thus, the integrability of the
Einstein equation as an initial value problem can be under-
stood in the following way: using the Bianchi identity and
the conservation of the matter sources, the constraints can
be shown to hold at any time provided that the spatial
components of the Einstein equation are satisfied for all
times and the four constraint equations are fulfilled on the
Cauchy hypersurface corresponding to some initial time
[41]. Obviously, the previous discussion can be extended to
the case of the Einstein-Langevin equation since the sto-
chastic source is also covariantly conserved.
Let us recall the temporal components of the Einstein-
Langevin equation for scalar metric perturbations after
Fourier transforming with respect to the spatial coordi-
nates:
ðk2 þ 3H 2Þk þ 3H0k ¼

2
a2ðhðT^ 00Þki þ ð00ÞkÞ;
(D1)
ikið0k þHkÞ ¼

2
a2ðhðT^ i0Þki þ ði0ÞkÞ: (D2)
In Secs. III and IV the constraint equation (D2) was solved
to find kðÞ. However, one should make sure that the
remaining components of the Einstein-Langevin equation
are also satisfied. According to the discussion in the pre-
vious paragraph, to make sure that this is indeed the case it
is sufficient to demand that Eq. (D1) holds at the initial
time0 for every ~k. The solution of Eq. (D2) can always be
written as kðÞ ¼ ðhÞk ðÞ þðiÞk ðÞ, where ðiÞk ðÞ is a
solution of the inhomogeneous equation which vanishes at
the initial time 0 and 
ðhÞ
k ðÞ is a solution of the homo-
genous equation which is completely determined by spec-
ifying its value at 0. Imposing Eq. (D1) at 0 and using
Eq. (D2) evaluated at 0 in order to substitute
0
kð0Þ, one
obtains the following result for ðhÞk ð0Þ:
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ðhÞk ð0Þ ¼

2
a2ð0Þ

k2  
2
ð0ð0ÞÞ2
1


ð00Þkð0Þ 
3H ð0Þ
iki
ði0Þkð0Þ

¼ 
2
a2ð0Þðk2 þH 0ð0Þ H 2ð0ÞÞ1


ð00Þkð0Þ 
3H ð0Þ
iki
ði0Þkð0Þ

; (D3)
where we took into account that hðT^ i0Þkð0Þi vanishes,
as can be immediately seen from Eqs. (52) or (C21),
because the limits of integration coincide. We also used
the fact that hðT^ 00Þkð0Þi ¼ a2ð0Þ½0ð0Þ2kð0Þ:
in this case the second term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (C8) vanishes for the same reason as with
hðT^ i0Þkð0Þi but there is a nonvanishing contribution
from the last term in Eq. (C8), which corresponds to the
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (29).
Since Eq. (D2) is a first-order integro-differential equa-
tion, the result for ðhÞk ð0Þ in Eq. (D3) completely deter-
mines the homogeneous solution ðhÞk ðÞ. The situation
will be completely analogous when linearizing and quan-
tizing both the metric perturbations and the inflaton per-
turbations, as done in Sec. III C, with the quantum operator
for the metric perturbations ^ðxÞ replacing the stochastic
scalar field ðxÞ and the operator t^ba instead of the sto-
chastic source baðxÞ. Hence, the argument concerning the
equivalence between the quantum correlation function for
the metric perturbations and the stochastic correlation
function can be straightforwardly extended, following the
same line of reasoning as in Sec. III C, to the case in which
the contribution from the homogeneous solution is also
taken into account.
Nevertheless, in Secs. III and IV this homogeneous
solution was not considered when giving the final result
for the correlation function of the metric perturbations.
Therefore, we end this appendix arguing why it is justified
to neglect the contribution from the homogeneous solution
when computing the correlation functions for scalar metric
perturbations at large scales in the context of cosmological
inflationary models. In other words, the contribution from
the first three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (45) is
much smaller than the contribution from the fourth term
when considering a situation similar to that addressed in
Sec. IV. This can be qualitatively understood in the follow-
ing way. Since Eq. (D2) is a linear first-order differential
equation, the solution of the homogeneous equation
ðhÞk ðÞ will be proportional to the expression for ðhÞk ðÞ
given by Eq. (D3). Thus, the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (45) is proportional to the correlation functions
for the stochastic source at the time 0, and the second and
third terms are proportional to the correlation functions at
different times: 0 and a time 
0 which is integrated from
0 to 1 or 2 [see Eq. (44)]. The value of the noise kernel
is small when one or both of the two arguments are 0
provided that 0 is negative enough so that the scales of
interest were well inside the horizon at that time. This is in
contrast to the contribution from the last term in Eq. (45)
when the relevant scales are well outside the horizon at 1
and 2, since the two arguments of the noise kernel in that
term are integrated from 0 to 1 or 2. Hence, the reason
for neglecting the first three terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (45) in this context is actually rather similar to the
reason for the weak dependence on 0 of the result ob-
tained in Sec. IV when the scale k is well outside the
horizon at 1 and 2, and 0 is negative enough so that
k is well inside the horizon at that time.
The previous argument can be made more precise if we
concentrate on the particular model considered in Sec. IV.
In that case, if we neglect the nonlocal term corresponding
to hT^ i0i, as done in Sec. IV, the expression for the
homogenous solution is
ðhÞk ðÞ ¼

2
a3ð0Þ
aðÞ ðk
2 þH 0ð0Þ H 2ð0ÞÞ1


ð00Þkð0Þ 
3H ð0Þ
iki
ði0Þkð0Þ

: (D4)
The contribution from the first three terms on the right-
hand side of Eq. (45) can then be explicitly computed and
compared to the last term, taking into account that
k1; k2  1, and k0 
 1. In particular, the first term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (45) is proportional to
ð=2Þðm=mpÞ2ð2Þ3k3ð ~k ~k0Þa2ð0Þ=að1Það2Þ and
a sum of terms of order 1, ð1=k0Þ2, and ðm=HÞ
ð1=k0Þ2. The factor a2ð0Þ=að1Það2Þ, which is of order
k1k2=ðk0Þ2, as well as ð1=k0Þ2 and m=H are much
smaller than 1. It is thus clear that those contributions can
be safely neglected as compared to the last term, which was
found to be of order ð=2Þðm=mpÞ2ð2Þ3k3ð ~k ~k0Þ in
Sec. IV.
Similarly, the second and third terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (45) are proportional to ð=2Þðm=mpÞ2
ð2Þ3k3ð ~k ~k0Þa2ð0Þ=að1Það2Þ and a sum of terms
of order 1 and 1=k0. Therefore, they can also be neglected
as compared to the last term.
APPENDIX E: ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF THE
EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN STOCHASTIC AND
QUANTUM CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In this appendix we provide an alternative proof of the
equivalence between stochastic and quantum correlation
functions whose key step is to show that the Einstein-
Langevin equation for linearized cosmological perturba-
tions implies Eq. (6.48) of Ref. [76].
Let us consider the Einstein-Langevin equation for sca-
lar metric perturbations when one also linearizes with
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respect to the inflaton field, whose different components
are given by Eqs. (37)–(39). We will take  ¼ , as
justified by the discussion before Eq. (40), and work in
Fourier space for the spatial coordinates. Next, we add
Eq. (37), the i ¼ j ¼ 1 component of Eq. (38) and (39)
contracted with Fi  2m2a2ð=0Þðki=k2Þ, which leads to
the following result:
00k þ 2

H 
00
0

0k þ k2k þ 2

H 0 H 
00
0

k
¼ 
2
a2½hT^ 00i þ hT^ 11i þ FihT^ i0i þ 00
þ 11 þ Fii0k: (E1)
In deriving Eq. (E1) we made use of the following two
relations
6H þ 2m2a2 
0
¼ 2
0
ð3H0 þm2a2Þ
¼ 2H  2
00
0
; (E2)
2H 0 þ 2H

2H þm2a2 
0

¼ 2H 0  2H 
00
0
;
(E3)
which follow from the Klein-Gordon equation (17) for the
background field. The final step is to show that the right-
hand side of Eq. (E1) vanishes. In order to do so, it is
convenient to consider first the Fourier-transformed ver-
sion of Eqs. (29)–(31) for the linearized stress tensor. It is
then straightforward to show that
ðT 00Þk þ ðT 11Þk þ FiðT i0Þk ¼ 0: (E4)
The same conclusion applies when ’ is promoted to a
Heisenberg operator ’^, which implies that the first three
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (E1) cancel out. On the
other hand, since ð00 þ 11 þ Fii0Þk is a Gaussian stochas-
tic process with vanishing mean, in order to prove that it
vanishes it is sufficient to see that hð00 þ 11 þ Fii0Þk
ðÞðÞk0 ð0Þi, which is proportional to hfðt^00 þ t^11 þ
Fit^
i
0ÞkðÞ; ðt^Þk0 ð0Þgi, vanishes. Indeed, taking  ¼ 0
in Eq. (E4) and promoting ’ to a Heisenberg operator, it
follows that ðt^00 þ t^11 þ Fit^i0Þk ¼ 0. Thus, the right-
hand side of Eq. (E1) vanishes and one is left with
00 þ 2

H 
00
0

0  r2þ 2

H 0 H 
00
0

 ¼ 0;
(E5)
which coincides with Eq. (6.48) in Ref. [76]. Several re-
marks about Eq. (E5) are in order. First, the nonlocal terms
associated with hT^ bai are not present so that, when
working in Fourier space for the spatial coordinates, one
is left with an ordinary differential equation rather than an
integro-differential one. Second, the equation exhibits no
dependence on the stochastic source. However, the solu-
tions of the Einstein-Langevin equation should also satisfy
the constraint equations at the initial time in addition to
Eq. (E5). According to the results in Appendix D, this
implies a dependence on the stochastic source for the
initial conditions kð0Þ and 0kð0Þ, which will involve
a linear combination of terms linearly proportional to the
stochastic source [as given by Eq. (D3) and an analogous
result for 0kð0Þ that can be obtained by substituting
Eq. (D3) into Eq. (D2)]. The solution of the linearized
Einstein-Langevin equation can then be written
as kðÞ¼u1ðÞkðð0Þ;0Þþu2ðÞ0kðð0Þ;0Þ,
where u1ðÞ and u2ðÞ are solutions of Eq. (E5) with initial
conditions u1ð0Þ ¼ 1, u01ð0Þ ¼ 0 and u2ð0Þ ¼ 0,
u02ð0Þ ¼ 1. Such a dependence of the initial conditions
on the stochastic source at the initial time is responsible for
the nontrivial part of the stochastic correlation functions of
 at later times.
If one quantizes both the linearized metric perturbation
and the inflaton field, so that  and ’ are promoted to
Heisenberg operators in Eqs. (33)–(35), one can easily
conclude (proceeding analogously to the previous para-
graph) that the operator ^ for the linearized metric
perturbations also satisfies Eq. (E5). Furthermore, the con-
straints at the initial time give the same results for
^kð0Þ and ^0kð0Þ as in the stochastic case but with t^
in place of , so that the solutions of the quantum version
of Eqs. (33)–(35) can be written as ^kðÞ ¼
u1ðÞ^kðt^ð0Þ;0Þ þ u2ðÞ^0kðt^ð0Þ;0Þ. Taking
into account that h½g; xÞ ½g; yÞi ¼ ð1=2Þ
hft^½g; xÞ; t^ ½g; yÞgi, it is straightforward to see that
the result for symmetrized two-point quantum correlation
function ð1=2Þhf^kð1Þ; ^k0 ð2Þgi is equivalent to that for
the stochastic correlation function hkð1Þk0 ð2Þi. This
constitutes an alternative proof to that provided in
Sec. III C of the equivalence between quantum and sto-
chastic correlation functions for linearized cosmological
perturbations.
We close this appendix by discussing a recent claim that
there is a discrepancy between stochastic gravity and the
standard treatment for superhorizon modes. More specifi-
cally, in Ref. [94] the Einstein-Langevin equation for
linearized cosmological perturbations was solved using
certain approximations and the correlation function for
the gauge-invariant variable  was computed (this variable
corresponds to the curvature perturbation in the uniform
density gauge [95], which coincides with the comoving
gauge for modes outside the horizon [96]). It was found
that for modes outside the horizon and for a sufficiently
large number of e-folds the correlation function was not
constant in time, contrary to the standard result. This would
be in conflict with the equivalence for linear perturbations
that we have shown to hold in general. However, one can
provide an exact argument which shows that the linearized
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Einstein-Langevin equation actually implies that for
modes outside the horizon the correlation function of 
remains constant in time. This means that the result in
Ref. [94] seems to imply a problem with some of their
approximations rather than a shortcoming of stochastic
gravity for that regime as concluded there.
The exact argument is the following. One starts with the
expression for  in terms of  [76,96,97]:
 ¼ 2
3ð1þ wÞ ðþH
10Þ þ; (E6)
with w ¼ p=, where the relation between the background
density  and pressure p and the background field  is
given by Eqs. (13) and (14) and the text after them.
Differentiating Eq. (E6) with respect to the conformal
time and multiplying by ð3=2ÞH ð1þ wÞ, one obtains
3ð1þ wÞ
2
H  0 ¼ 00 þ 2

H 
00
0

0
þ 2

H 0 H 
00
0

; (E7)
where we made use of the following relations, which can
be derived from Eqs. (15) and (16),
1þ w ¼ þ p

¼ ð
0Þ2
3H 2
¼ 2ðH
2 H 0Þ
3H 2
; (E8)
d
d
lnð1þ wÞ ¼ 2
00
0
 2H
0
H
: (E9)
Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (E7) coincides with the
left-hand side of Eq. (E5) except for the r2 term. This
means that for modes outside the horizon, for which r2
can be neglected, the right-hand side of Eq. (E7) vanishes
and the mode k remains constant in time.
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